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ABSTRACT

A conceptual model of an aquatic ecosystem has been formulated.

The formulation incorporates largely empirical deterministic relation-

ships describing biological response to abiotic and biotic environmental

parameters into a stochastic representation of birth and death events.

The occurrence of these events may be described as a Poisson process.

Mathematical system theory provides a methodology for organizing the

available information on aquatic ecosystem processes into a coherent and

logical structure. This organizational capability is demonstrated. The

portion of the conceptual model describing primary productivity has been

calibrated and tested on an independent data set. This model works well

for the Lake Mead system but needs to be tested on other aquatic systems

to evaluate its managerial utility. The modeling of the complex inter-

actions of aquatic food web processes requires further investigation to

define an acceptable set of model coefficients.

xii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This paper outlines the progression of thoughts and activities of

a research program aimed at the development of a mathematical model of an

aquatic ecosystem. This introductory chapter presents the basic motiva-

tion for attempting to model aquatic ecosystems and a brief review of

previous approaches to the problem. Refinements of these approaches to

be incorporated into the system model LAKE are introduced. These refine-

ments are proposed to make these mathematical constructs more realistic.

1.1 Motivation 

A supply of good quality water is required for many industrial

and domestic uses. The increasing direction of these demands makes it

compelling that we acquire an understanding of the natural mechanisms

that influence water quality. Armed with such an understanding, we can

evaluate trends in the state of an aquatic ecosystem and assess the

impact of human activities on water quality. This is true because man's

actions modify, obstruct or otherwise alter the course of natural

processes. Human activity has a massive impact on the environment and,

conversely, the state of the environment has extensive social, economic

and political implications.

In the near future, all land surfaces will probably be occupied

and utilized by man except for those areas which are so cold or at such

1
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high altitudes as to be incompatible with human exploitation. With this

complete planetary colonization and with the absence of new territories

for future use, the intelligent management of natural resources and the

environment becomes imperative. The implementation of cognizant manage-

ment policies will require specialized scientific knowledge as well as

social judgment and perception. This merging of social, economic and

political expertise with the development of basic scientific knowledge

must be recognized as a natural course of events.

Man not only lives in his environment but he shapes it and it

shapes him. This continuous feedback process between man and the environ-

ment results in the creation of patterns which develop within the laws of

nature and yet are at the same time on a higher plane than the strict

determinism of natural phenomena. The interplay of will and choice with

the forces of nature gives man a great influence in determining the

quality of the environment and thus of human life.

1.2 Modeling the Aquatic Ecosystem 

Great efforts have been put into examining the behavior of the

components of aquatic ecosystems. Basic research approaches deal with

population interactions, individual organisms, biochemical reactions, or

some other level of focus on the natural processes. An alternate

approach seeks an understanding of the entire conglomeration of these

components, their individual activities and interaction with other system

components. This approach analyzes the behavior of the entire ecosystem.

As a management tool, ecosystem analysis is more valuable than taking a

more microscopic and disjointed view of the system components. The
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direction of this project is to consider the principal abiotic and biotic

components and to formulate a general model of an aquatic ecosystem. The

specific formulation considers an ecosystem model of Lake Mead on the

Colorado River.

Utilization of the ecosystem approach calls for the integration

of the results of basic research with the systems disciplines of general

system theory, cybernetics, operations research, etc. These subject

areas, because they are essentially mathematical in nature, provide a

logical and structured framework within which to apply the results of

basic research. In this manner, the results of laboratory and field

studies can be formalized and translated into a mathematical description

of the natural processes.

An aquatic ecosystem is the entity that results from the presence

and interaction of a large number of component systems. Consideration

must be given to:

1. Physical parameters such as light, temperature, currents, etc.

2. Chemical parameters such as nutrients and toxins (heavy metals,

DDT, phenols, acids, etc.).

3. Biotic parameters such as plankton, fish and man.

Mathematical system theory provides the tools to deal with very

complex systems such as an aquatic ecosystem. A common approach to des-

cribing an aquatic ecosystem is a block diagram such as Figure 1.1.

Though such diagrams may be of great heuristic value, their usefulness as

a management tool is somewhat limited. In order for the above type of

diagram to be useful, the boxes and arrows must be defined in a
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quantitative and mathematically structured manner. This defining process

gives meaning to and adds to the usefulness of the boxes and arrows.

Mathematical system theory provides the basis for this definition process.

For the most part, the boxes in the above diagram may be treated as

component systems which, when coupled together, result in a model of the

ecosystem. Appendix A contains definitions of the major concepts of

mathematical system theory. The system notation and methods used

throughout this paper are discussed in this appendix.

The understanding of the system theoretic definitions presented

in later chapters rests in the ability to understand and utilize symbolic

language. Sets and systems are denoted by uppercase letters of the

alphabet and as much as possible the symbol or name given to a set will

indicate the nature of the elements of the set. For example, REALS is

the set of all real numbers. Elements of sets, vectors and miscellaneous

variables are denoted by words or abbreviations in italics. For example,

pop is used as a variable for population concentration. Functions are

denoted either in this manner or by Greek letters. The symbols { }

enclose the definition of a set. Parentheses, ( ), enclose the elements

of a vector. The symbol X denotes the Cartesian product operator.

This effort is an attempt to model the dynamics of an aquatic

ecosystem. The description of any component of this system is an ambi-

tious undertaking because the basic physical, chemical and biological

interactions are difficult to quantify. One goal of this modeling

attempt is to arrive at some explanation of what is observed in nature.
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Consider a system (either a mathematical or a real-world system) which

describes the life processes of algae. From laboratory experimentation

and field observation, it is known that the state of this system (algal

population or productivity, for example), at any time, is a function of

the history of the system (or the initial state), nutrient inputs,

grazing by zooplankton, temperature, light and a host of physical and

hydrodynamic phenomena. What is not known is how this multitude of fac-

tors interacts to produce what is observed. To successfully model eco-

system dynamics one must define some form of function or causal

interaction which is realistic in the sense of being consistent with the

current state of knowledge in this area and which is adequate in the

sense of furnishing useful answers to resource management questions.

Some stochastic process methodologies do not consider causal factors and

yet have proven useful for management purposes. However, these approaches

neglect some sources of information (i.e., concerning causal relation-

ships) and the resulting models cannot be used to study internal system

processes.

One of the purposes of a mathematical model of aquatic ecosystem

dynamics must be to offer some explanation of the relationship between

interactive trophic levels. Most of the predator-prey models which can

be found in the literature are, in some sense, modifications of the Lotka-

Volterra model (Volterra, 1931; Lotka, 1956). This model form, depicting

the interaction of two species, is given by the following set of

differential equations:



dN2
dt = K 3

N
1
N
2 

- K
4
N
2 [1.2]
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where N i and N2 are the populations (number of organisms) of the prey and

and predator species, respectively; t is time; and K i , i = 1, ..., 4, are

positive coefficients.

In this model (and in many that followed this form), Volterra

considered these coefficients to be constants. This assumption implies a

constant physical and chemical environment and under such conditions the

model expressed by Equations [1.1] and [1.2] may very well describe the

interaction between the predator and the prey populations. Unfortunately,

constant environments are essentially unknown in nature. Hence, the

coefficients expressing prey growth, reproduction and/or primary produc-

tivity (K i); grazing, conversion efficiency and/or predator growth and/or

reproduction (K2 and K3); and predator respiration, death, etc. (K4),

cannot be taken as constants for the case of natural ecosystems.

Though, admittedly, an oversimplification, the Lotka-Volterra

model is useful for representing the interaction between predator and

prey species in a simple and logical form. A more realistic model may be

formulated by introducing coefficients which are functions of the physi-

cal, chemical and biological environment. The Lotka-Volterra equations

provide a starting point from which detailed mechanism descriptions can

be sought through laboratory and field investigation.

By accepting, in a general sense, the form of the Lotka-Volterra

model, the problem of formulating an ecosystem model becomes, in general,

one of defining functional relationships which, for a given set of

physical, chemical and biotic environmental conditions, gives some value
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to the required rate coefficients. Since the state of the environment

will be a function of time, these coefficients will be time varying. It

should also be noted that this model form can also be expressed in terms

of biomass, energy or other suitable units. In the case of biomass, the

model becomes a simple conservation of mass expression.

Numerous mathematical models have been proposed to describe the

dynamics of aquatic ecosystems. Most of these mathematical constructs

are based on the principle of conservation of mass as expressed in the

form:

Dm	 3m	 Dm	 DmTE+a-5--y-+b-5-3-c +c--z.i. S= 0	 [1.3]

where the partial derivatives express the rate of change in mass, m, with

respect to time, t, and spatial coordinate directions x, y and z; a, b

and c are rate coefficients; and S is a source or sink term. The use of

the conservation of mass principle is justified by the lack of detailed

"laws" which can be applied to biological systems.

A simplified form of Equation [1.3], dealing with phytoplankton

mass, was proposed by Riley and Bumpus (1946) and is given by

dP
= 

(Ph - R - G) P
dt 

[1.4]

where P is the concentration of phytoplankton mass, Ph is the photo-

synthetic growth rate, R is the phytoplankton respiration rate, and G is

the death rate due to zooplankton grazing. Models of this basic form

have also been proposed by Steele (1964, 1965). These and other efforts

were accompanied by attempts to relate the required rate terms and

coefficients to physical, nutrient and biological parameters. Because
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these environmental parameters are not constant, the conservation of mass

equations are time-variable.

Riley, Stommel and Bumpus (1949) included spatial variability

with depth and introduced equations for conservation of nutrient mass and

herbivore and carnivore biomasses coupled with an equation describing

phytoplankton dynamics. This model, however, assumes a temporal steady-

state within each control volume and, hence, seasonality of population

dynamics was not considered.

More recently, Davidson and Clymer (1966) presented a set of

equations describing the actions and interactions of phytoplankton, zoo-

plankton, a single nutrient, temperature and solar radiation. Their

model lumps phytoplankton and zooplankton species and considers the

interaction of these bulk populations. This same lumping is employed by

DiToro, O'Connor and Thomann (1971) and is a common approach to the

modeling of aquatic ecosystem dynamics. Chen and Orlob (1968, 1972) pro-

pose the separation of the phytoplankton into two groups: "small" algae,

characterized by a relatively high productivity rate, and "large" alge,

with a lower productivity rate.

Inordinate criticism of the simplifications and unrealistic

assumptions made by these authors and others is unjust. The modeling of

natural biological systems is only in its infancy. The work of these

authors is the starting point for current investigation in this area. It

contains the results of a large body of laboratory and field research

concerned with biological response of aquatic ecosystems to variations in

physical and chemical parameters and to interactions among the various

biotic components. The formulation of a more detailed representation of
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an aquatic ecosystem is only possible because of the foundation supplied

by these efforts.

As with any modeling effort, the formulation of the mathematical

system LAKE, as presented in this report, requires the postulation of

basic assumptions concerning the form of the natural system. The assump-

tions include the following:

1. Horizontal transport process can be neglected.

2. Discretization of a vertical column of water at one meter inter-

vals does not lead to a loss of information from excessive

averaging of the spatial distribution of physical, chemical and

biotic parameters.

3. Constants may be used as model coefficients.

4. The time scale of the system LAKE (which has a one-day time step)

is sufficiently lengthy so that response lag-time factors can be

neglected.

5. Empirical models taken from the literature concerning the effects

of light, temperature and nutrient concentrations on photo-

synthesis are adequate descriptions of actual biotic response.

6. The occurrence of birth-death events can be described as a

Poisson process.

Additional assumptions concerning the use of available data to generate

system input functions are described in the text of this report.

Assumption 1 is necessary because of the lack of available data

concerning the hydrodynamics of the basins of Lake Mead. This data void

may seriously hinder the managerial utility of any model of biotic
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response as the temporal and spatial distribution of nutrient and thermal

inputs cannot be completely defined. Assumption 2 is justified by the

expense of more detailed field sampling for model calibration and valida-

tion and as a computational aid. Assumption 3 is made even though the

model coefficients are probably functions of the aquatic physical,

chemical and biological environment. Lack of information precludes the

consideration of these factors at the present time. The use of constant

coefficients should not greatly affect the utility of the model for

approximating the behavior of an aquatic ecosystem provided sufficient

data is available for model calibration. Neglecting response lag-time

(assumption 4) is also required by the lack of available information.

Empirical relationships (assumption 5) are used in the absence of

defined natural "laws" which describe biotic response to environmental

parameters. These empirical laws represent the state-of-the-art in

modeling aquatic productivity. The Poisson process is commonly used to

describe the occurrence of discrete random events. A more detailed justi-

fication for the use of the Poisson process is given in Chapter 3. The

incorporation of empirical deterministic relationships into a stochastic

framework is motivated by a desire to utilize the available knowledge

concerning biological response while recognizing the basically random

character of the natural systems.

One problem which must be considered in the formulation of such a

model is the level of focus of the biotic components: the individual

organism, the species, the genus, the division or the entire community.

Many models can be found in the literature which focus on the phyto-

plankton population as a whole (Riley and Bumpus, 1946; Davidson and
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Clymer, 1966; Cole, 1967; Parker, 1968). Other workers have discussed

modeling each species of algae separately (Chen and Orlob, 1968; DiToro

et al., 1971).

Considering the phytoplankton as a whole may be too simplistic an

approach to be useful in a management situation. This is because the

quality of an aquatic environment is not completely determined by the

rate of primary productivity or by the total algal population. Equally,

if not more, important is the composition of the algal population. For

example, a profusion of filamentous blue-green algae may create taste and

odor problems in drinking supplies, clog water treatment filtering sys-

tems and produce excretions toxic to other aquatic biota. Equally large

populations of another algal form may not lead to these difficulties.

Hence, division of the phytoplankton into taxonomic groups to be consid-

ered separately is indicated. Modeling phytoplankton at the species level

may be an ultimate goal but the formulation of such models may add

unnecessary complexity to an ecosystem model. The determination of the

response of each of the hundred or so species which might be present in a

natural assemblage is a prohibitive undertaking. Normally laboratory

culture studies are used to determine these specific responses, but there

are at least two problems which may hinder the use of this approach.

First, a great deal of variability has been noted in the response of

individuals of the same species to identical environmental conditions

(Stull, 1972); hence, species response is imprecisely defined. Also, the

applicability of controlled laboratory experiments concerning biological

processes to field conditions has never been demonstrated. From the
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above reasoning, the current study was undertaken to model phytoplankton

dynamics at the division level under natural environmental conditions.

Subdividing the phytoplankton at the division level is a somewhat arbi-

trary choice. The genus or family level might also have been employed as

might a subdivision scheme based on cell form (filamentous, acicular,

spheroid, etc.) or other features.

In addition, an attempt is made to utilize field measurements of

primary productivity rates (milligrams carbon fixed by algae per cubic

meter per day) to compute the contribution of the various algal groups to

the overall primary productivity and to compute algal population growth

rates. For this latter use, an assumption equating growth and reproduc-

tion was made. The use of primary productivity measurements to compute

birth rates is considered to be an improvement over the more common

approach of defining actual population growth rates (organisms per day,

etc.) which are difficult to measure in the field.

The model formulation also gives quantitative considerations to

the concept of grazing preference. Selectivity in grazing activity (i.e.,

selecting certain algae over others) is probably important in deter-

mining the species composition of both phytoplankton and zooplankton

populations (Hutchinson, 1973).

The general conceputal form of the system LAKE is presented in

Chapter 2. The abiotic and biotic parameters which influence aquatic

ecosystem dynamics are defined and the flow of energy and material among

the various ecosystem components is discussed. The role of Chapter 2 is

to provide the non-biologist with a conceptual picture of aquatic
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ecosystem processes and to present a simple conceptualization of an

aquatic ecosystem model. Data sources and some modeling alternatives are

also discussed.

Chapter 3 contains a description of ecosystem and model inputs.

Functional relationships used as state transition functions for the

components of LAKE are presented. The basic mathematical expressions are

taken from the literature and then modified to satisfy the refinement

needs defined in Chapter 1.

The system LAKE is formally defined in system theoretic terms in

Chapter 4. The information presented in the earlier chapters is orga-

nized into a coherent mathematical formulation. This organization is

utilized as an aid in implementing the system LAKE as a computer program

by defining the communication pathways between the system components.

Chapter 5 gives the results of an effort to calibrate and vali-

date the computer model of the system LAKE. An evaluation of these

results, along with recommendations for additional research, is contained

in Chapter 6. Like most research efforts, the project described in this

paper is not an end in itself. It is a segment in the progressive

development of the tools required to meet the needs of water resources

management.



CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTUAL ECOSYSTEM MODEL

The major obstacle to the rigorous quantification of aquatic eco-

system dynamics is the massive complexity of these natural systems.

Excellent information about individual processes and organisms is avail-

able from laboratory experimentation and field observations. But the

interactions among the numerous ecosystem components are poorly quanti-

fied. Hence, the modeling of these phenomena is in its infancy.

It is necessary to conceptualize or to idealize reality in order

to formulate a realistic model of manageable complexity. The following

sections present the components of a conceptual aquatic ecosystem model,

LAKE. The component systems are presented as discrete systems in a form

defined by Wymore (1973). The purpose of this chapter is to present the

general form of the system LAKE and to present the environmental factors

which are considered to be relevant.

A block diagram of the major component systems of the system LAKE

is given in Figure 2.1. Inputs to LAKE from external sources include

nutrient concentrations (nitrates, phosphates, etc.), temperature and

solar radiation. This formulation, which considers only external nutri-

ent sources such as waste effluents and atmospheric sources, is not meant

to ignore the role of decomposition bacteria in aquatic systems. The

addition of nutrients from the decomposition of organic matter (generated

within the system or from external sources) may be included as an

15
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Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of the Conceptual Aquatic System LAKE.
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additional component system where such organic inputs are significant.

For the present case, such organic inputs will be neglected because

bacteriological and organic matter measurements were not included in the

field studies for this project.

The system TEMP-LIGHT will define the temporal and spatial

patterns of light and temperature within the ecosystem. TEMP-LIGHT will

provide the inputs of these physical parameters to the biological compo-

nent systems of LAKE. PHYTOPLANKTON, ZOOPLANKTON and FISH will define

the activities and interaction of phytoplankton, zooplankton and fish,

respectively. A more detailed description of these component systems is

given in the following sections.

2.1 Spatial Distribution of Biotic Populations

For this study, horizontal transport of phytoplankton and zoo-

plankton will be considered as negligible. The system model considers a

vertical column of control volumes extending from the water surface to

some point below the euphotic zone. The euphotic (or lighted) zone is

defined to extend from the water surface to the depth where light inten-

sity is one percent of the surface intensity. This depth is termed the

compensation level and is approximately the depth at which net primary

production is zero. Each control volume in the water column is a one-

meter cube centered at an integer meter depth. The surface (zero meter)

volume is one-half that of the other control volumes. Figure 2.2 illus-

trates this spatial segemntation.

Inputs of temperature, solar radiation and nutrients are provided

to each control volume. The amount of light energy reaching any depth is
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Figure 2.2 Vertical Segmentation of Aquatic System.
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a function of solar radiation incident at the water surface, algal con-

centration and sediment at shallower levels. New algal cells are gener-

ated within each control volume and will settle from shallower levels.

Algal cells are lost from a control volume by sinking into deeper control

volumes and by grazing by zooplankton. Zooplankton are, in turn, grazed

upon by fish and other zooplankton. In this manner, the physical and

chemical environmental inputs are translated into biotic population

states.

2.2 System: NUTRIENTS 

The system NUTRIENTS models the supply of nutrient materials to

the PHYTOPLANKTON component systems. The exact nature of nutrient

requirements and the effects of artificial fertilization of aquatic envi-

ronments has been a subject of controversy for many years. Hutchinson

(1967) lists the following elements as being essential to phytoplankton

development: C, N, 0, P, S, K, Mg, Ca, Si, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, B, Co and

V. Goldman (1965) compiled a comprehensive review of studies on the

nutrient role of some of these elements. Frieden (1972) lists 24 "essen-

tial life elements." He reports studies that show the necessity of 24

elements to at least some organisms and, thus, indicates that Hutchinson's

list may be expanded. The necessity of certain vitamins such as thiamin,

cyanocobalamin and biotin, and other organic micronutrients, have also

been demonstrated (Hutchinson, 1967; Lewin, 1962). The relative impor-

tance of these essential elements and compounds in determining the level

of aquatic primary productivity is not known and probably varies among

different aquatic systems and organisms.
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Beyond the number of essential elements, there are uncertainties

as to the required concentration levels of the various possible chemical

species of a given element necessary for algal growth. For example,

nitrogen is found in nature in the form of nitrogen gas (N2), ammonia

(NH3
+
), nitrite (NO 2 ), nitrate (NO 3 ) and numerous organic forms. The

physiology of a given algal type may be geared to utilize one or several

of these chemical species. A review of the literature on nutrient-

productivity interactions is presented in Chapter 3.

The system NUTRIENTS is an organizational construct. It is not

intended as a model of the hydrodynamic and biotic uptake processes which

result in observed nutrient concentrations though mathematical models of

these phenomena may be used to provide concentration inputs to NUTRIENTS.

The system NUTRIENTS, as formulated here, served mainly an inter-

polation and/or bookkeeping function. The inputs to the system represent

the available information on the vertical distribution of nutrient species

concentrations. These inputs may be complete discretized vertical pro-

files which are then merely passed along to other components of the sys-

tem LAKE. Where information on the complete profile is not available,

the input vectors (which represent the vertical profile) are only

partially filled. For such cases, the role of the system NUTRIENTS is to

generate (by interpolation) complete nutrient concentration vectors.

For this discussion, let the input vectors be completely filled.

These inputs define the state of NUTRIENTS and indicate the availability

of nutrients to phytoplankton at various levels in the water column. The

system NUTRIENTS is then expressed mathematically as follows.
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For the present discussion, it is assumed that some set of n

chemical species are chemical causal factors in phytoplankton productiv-

ity. It is expected that the size and makeup of this set of nutrients

will vary from case to case. The system NUTRIENTS may be defined as

follows:

STATES(NUTRIENTS) = N 1 X N2 X ... X Nn

where N 	{nut: nut is a vector giving the concentration of nutrient m

at various depths; PROJECTION(i)(nut) is the concentration at depth i-1

meters; in e [1, n11;

INPUTS (NUTRIENTS) = STATES (NUTRIENTS);

and if x is an element of STATES(NUTRIENTS) and p is an element of

INPUTS (NUTRIENTS) then

motion(NUTRIENTS)(C , 1)(x) = p.

The output from NUTRIENTS is the state of the system which is defined

above as the vertical concentration profile of the n nutrient species. A

detailed discussion of the notation used in this and the following sec-

tions is presented in Appendix A.

2.3 System: TEMP-LIGHT 

The system TEMP-LIGHT provides the temporal and spatial distri-

butions of temperature and light parameters to the ecosystem model. The

ultimate energy source for the entire ecosystem is incident solar radia-

tion. Equations defining solar radiation at the earth's surface are

described by Eagleson (1970), Sellers (1965) and The Smithsonian Insti-

tute (1949). Radiation at the surface can, thus, be predicted as a
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function of latitude, solar declination, atmospheric turbidity, cloud

cover, etc.

The role of TEMP-LIGHT is to translate this incident radiation

energy into vertical temperature and light distributions. Temperature

dynamics may be modeled either by using energy balance equations (U. S.

Army Corps of Engineers, 1972; Water Resources Engineers, Inc., 1968), by

analysis of historical data for the reservoir in question (Box and

Jenkins, 1970), or by using recorded data for water temperature inputs.

Regardless of the form of water temperature inputs, TEMP-LIGHT produces,

for a given depth, a temperature time series in the form of sine wave,

with an annual period which lags behind the annual solar radiation

pattern. This lag is a result of the large energy requirement for

changing the temperature of a body of water such as a lake.

The state of the system TEMP-LIGHT defines the physical environ-

ment of the water column. Water temperature and light are the parameters

considered. With respect to water temperature, the system serves merely

an organizational function similar to that of the system NUTRIENTS.

Hence, as with the system NUTRIENTS, exact form of TEMP-LIGHT and the

manner in which temperature inputs are handled depends on the information

available on vertical temperature profiles. For this discussion, it will

be assumed that complete input vectors of temperature are available.

A more physically-based approach is possible for modeling verti-

cal light profiles. Inputs to TEMP-LIGHT for this purpose are solar

radiation (langleys/day) incident at the water surface and vertical dis-

tributions of phytoplankton (organisms/m
3 or biomass/m

3) and sediment
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(mg/1) concentrations. The light extinction at a given depth is the

decimal fraction of surface incident radiation transmitted to that depth.

In natural waters that are not highly colored, light extinction will be

mainly a function of surface incident radiation and suspended matter

concentrations. From these inputs, values of light extinction at various

depths can, in theory, be estimated. The theoretical basis for such

estimates is discussed in Chapter 3. The product of light extinction at

a given depth and surface incident radiation is radiation (langleys/day)

incident at that depth. The output of the system TEMP-LIGHT is a verti-

cal temperature profile and a vertical solar radiation profile.

In system theoretic terms, the system TEMP-LIGHT may be defined

as follows:

STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) = TEMP X LIGHT

where TEMP = {temp: temp is a vector describing temperature changes with

depth; PROJECTION(i)(temp) is the temperature (degrees

Centigrade) at depth i-1 meters} and

LIGHT = {Zang: Lang is a vector describing solar radiation

(langleys/day) attenuation with depth; PROJECTION(i)(Zang)

is the radiant energy incident at depth i-1 meters);

INPUTS(TEMP-LIGHT) = TEMP X SOLAR X PHYTOPOPULATION X SEDIMENT

where	 SOLAR = {sun: sun is the solar radiation (langleys/day)

incident at the water surface};

PHYTOPOPULATION = {phytopop: phytopop is a vector describing the

vertical profile of phytoplankton

(organisms/liter); PROJECTION(i)(phytopop) is the
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algal concentration at depth i-1 meters};

SEDIMENT = {sediment: sediment is a vector describing the

vertical profile of suspended sediment concentra-

tion (mg/1); PROJECTION(i)(sediment) is the sedi-

ment concentration at depth i-1 meters};

and if x and p are elements of STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) and INPUTS(TEMP-LIGHT),

respectively, then

motion(TEMP-LIGHT)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(i)(x)

= ((PROJECTION(i))(temp), ((PROJECTION(i))(extinction))

(sun))

where extinction (indicating light extinction) is a vector containing

values of decimal percent transmission as a function of depth. This light

extinction is a function of phytoplankton and sediment concentrations.

The projections used above denote the respective light and temperature

values at one-meter intervals: PROJECTION(1) denotes the surface or zero

meters, PROJECTION(2) denotes the one-meter values, etc. A detailed dis-

cussion of the notation and terminology used in this definition of TEMP-

LIGHT is presented in Appendix A.

2.4 System: ZOOPLANKTON 

The system ZOOPLANKTON, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, is formu-

lated to describe the dynamics of zooplankton populations. The system

ZOOPLANKTON is the resultant of the coupling of several systems, each of

which models the population dynamics of an individual zooplankton group

(taxonomic or other grouping).
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The vast majority of freshwater planktonic zooplankton belong to

two phyla: Aschelminthes and Arthropoda. The brief taxonomic organiza-

tion given in Table 2.1 is adapted from Hutchinson (1967). The zooplank-

ton found in Lake Mead (Staker, 1973) are dominated by two suborders of

copepods (Calanoid copepods, Cyclopoid copepods, and immature copepods or

nauplii), two genera of Cladocera (Daphnia and Bosmina), and rotifers

(mainly the genus Keratella). Six zooplankton groups are considered as

separate systems in this study: nauplii, Calanoid copepods, Cyclopoid 

copepods, Daphnia, Bosmina and rotifers. This is indicated by the names

of the component systems of ZOOPLANKTON diagrammed in Figure 2.3. These

group designations were chosen because they represent the dominant zoo-

plankton population groups found in Lake Mead (Everett, 1972; Staker,

1973). In other systems, different zooplankton groups may predominate.

Different assemblages may be modeled by modification of the system form

presented here.

The feedback and interconnecting arrows in Figure 2.3 are

intended to indicate competitative interactions among the zooplankton.

Like all organisms, zooplankton compete with one another for the materials

needed to sustain life and to reproduce. This drawing cannot express the

real complexities of these interactions.

Two basic aspects of zooplankton competitions may be considered:

indirect and direct. Indirect competition is expressed by the relative

success of various zooplankton at dealing with their biotic and abiotic

environment. Different zooplankton probably have different nutritional

requirements and exhibit a varying capability for meeting these require-

ments. Preference for available food plays a major role in determining



Table 2.1 Taxonomic Classification of Major Planktonic Zooplankton
(Hutchinson, 1967) Found in Lake Mead (Staker, 1973).

Phylum
	

Class	 Subclass	 Order	 Suborder

Aschelminthes	 Rotifera

Arthropoda
	

Crustacea	 Branchiopoda	 Phyllopoda	 Cladocera

Macillopoda	 Copepoda	 Cyclopoida

Calanoida

26
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feeding habits and species success. The grazing habits of zooplankton on

algae are related to the concentration of the food material and to the

size and shape of the algal cells. The ability of zooplankton to digest

ingested algal cells is largely a function of the characteristics of the

cell well (thickness, etc.) (Hutchinson, 1967). However, not all grazing

activity is selective. Experiments by Wilson (1973) indicate that the

degree of selectivity is a function of the size frequency distribution of

the available food particles. A preference (up to a point) is shown for

larger particles but this selectivity is decreased at lower particle

concentrations. Such size-selection predation affects the diversity of

the predator as well as the prey species (Dodson, 1970; Brooks and

Dodson, 1956; Frost, 1972). In addition to these factors, some zooplank-

ton may gain a competitive advantage by utilizing other zooplankton or

suspended detrital material as a food source.

Zooplankton species have varying capabilities for successfully

dealing with their physical and chemical environment. Variability in

tolerance to temperature extremes, toxic chemicals, etc., contribute to

the observed spatial and temporal distributions of zooplankton (Hodgkin

and Rippingale, 1971; Hutchinson, 1967).

Direct competition among zooplanktion results mainly from canni-

balism or zooplankton grazing on other zooplankton. This predation is

also a highly selective process and may have a significant effect on the

population composition of herbivorous zooplankton (Confer, 1971). The

activity of some zooplankton may be suppressed merely by the physical

presence of other species and not to grazing or metabolic by-products

(Parker, 1961). Quantification of these competitive interactions can
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only be empirical and approximate because these complex processes are

incompletely understood. For the current study, competition will be

implied through temperature-grazing relationships and grazing preferences

which are specific for a given zooplankton group.

The inputs to the system ZOOPLANKTON, shown in Figure 2.3, indi-

cate the major environmental factors influencing zooplankton population

dynamics. In general, temperature governs the rate of all biological

activities. Phytoplankton are the major food source for the zooplankton.

The fish input indicates fish grazing on zooplankton. The chemistry

input is needed so that inhibitory or advantageous chemical factors in

the aquatic environment can be considered. These physical, chemical and

biotic factors are inputs to each of the component systems of ZOOPLANKTON.

The states of these systems are vertical population concentration pro-

files. Changes in population will be determined by the physicochemical

inputs and by the effects of predation and competition processes.

The following is a system theoretic definition of one of the

component systems [NAUPLII] of ZOOPLANKTON. The other five components of

ZOOPLANKTON have the same form:

STATES(NAUPLII) = NAUPOP

where NAUPOP = {naupop: naupop is a vector giving the population of

nauplii at discrete depths; PROJECTION(i)(naupop) is the

nauplii population at depth i-1 meters};

INPUTS(NAUPLII) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X CHEM

X STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON) X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON)

X STATES (FISH)

where CHEM is a set of vectors denoting chemical factors found to
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influence zooplankton activity, STATES(FISH) is the fish population, and

STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON) will be defined in the following section; and, if

x and p are elements of STATES(NAUPLII) and INPUTS(NAUPLII), respectively,

then

motion(NAUPLII)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(i)(x))

= PROJECTION(i)(x) + Apop

where Apop is the estimated changes in population which is a function of

the initial populations of phytoplankton and zooplankton, temperature and

chemical factors. The exact form of the state transition function used

in this study is discussed in a later section. The output of the system

NAUPLII will be an estimate of the nauplii population. The biomass of

this population might also be computed by assuming a mean biomass per

organism.

2.5 System: PHYTOPLANKTON 

The role of the system PHYTOPLANKTON is to describe the popula-

tion dynamics of the algae with respect to changes in the physical,

chemical and biological state of the aquatic system. Table 2.2 lists the

major freshwater phytoplankton divisions as given by Silva (1962). For

this conceptual formulation of the system LAKE, the system PHYTOPLANKTON

is the resultant of the coupling of seven component systems, one for each

algal division found in Lake Mead (Staker, 1973). Figure 2.4 is a block

diagram indicating the interconnection of these seven component systems.

Each of these component systems receives inputs from the other

components of LAKE: NUTRIENTS, TEMP-LIGHT and ZOOPLANKTON. In addition,

each component of PHYTOPLANKTON receives feedback from all components to



Table 2.2 Major Phytoplankton Divisions (Silva, 1962).

Division	 Common Name

Chlorophyta*	 Green algae

Chrysophyta*	 Golden-brown algae

Cryptophyta*	 Cryptophytes

Cyanophyta*	 Blue-green algae

Bacillariophyta*	 Diatoms

Euglenophyta*	 Euglenoids

Pyrrophyta*	 Dinoflagellates

Xanthophyta	 Yellow-green algae

*Found in Lake Mead (Staker, 1973).
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simulate competitive interactions among the algal groups. These competi-

tive interactions are mostly indirect and related to variations in ability

to utilize nutrient elements at low concentrations (which would be

limiting to some algae), to store nutrients (Soeder et al., 1971), to

tolerate high chemical concentrations and to withstand extremes of

temperature and light intensity.

Some algae are capable of governing their density by production

of oils or gas vacuoles. Such organisms can, thus, exert some control

over their rate of sinking and may have a competitive advantage over

algae lacking this capability. Also, the size and shape of algal cells,

which are to some extent a function of available light and nutrients

(Parsons and Takahashi, 1973), may give a competitive advantage to cer-

tain algal groups by lowering the grazing preference of zooplankton. As

part of the formulation of the system LAKE, these competitive interac-

tions are approximated by analysis of the available field data and a

review of the extensive literature on the subject.

Each of the component systems of PHYTOPLANKTON has the same form.

Inputs of water temperature, solar radiation, nutrient concentrations and

algal population will be translated into a primary productivity rate

(ng/cm3/day) for each control volume. The algal division primary produc-

tivity rate and division population concentration (organisms/1) in each

control volume is the state of the system corresponding to that division.

Changes in population concentration in a control volume result from gains

due to reproduction and cells sinking into the control volume and losses

due to respiration, grazing and cells sinking out of the control volume.

As an illustration, the component system CHLOROPHYTA is defined as
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STATES[CHLOROPHYTA] = PPR X CHLOROPOP

where CHLOROPOP = (pop: pop is a vector giving the vertical Chlorophyta

population distribution; PROJECTION(i)(pop) is the

population at depth i-1 meters} and

PPR = {ppr: PROJECTION(i)(ppr) is the primary productivity

rate (mg carbon/m3/day) at depth i-1 meters};

INPUTS[CHLOROPHYTA] = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON)

X STATES(NUTRIENTS) X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON)

and if x = (ppr, pop) and p are elements of STATES(CHLOROPHYTA) and

INPUTS(CHLOROPHYTA), respectively, then

motion(CHLOROPHYTA)(Cp , 1)(PROJECTION(i)(ppr), PROJECTION(i)(pop)

= (PROJECTION(i)(newppr), PROJECTION(i)(pop) + Apop)

where newppr is an element of PPR and Apop is the estimated change in

population as a function of the initial zooplankton and phytoplankton

populations, nutrient concentrations, temperature and solar radiation.

These parameters are utilized to estimate population gains due to primary

productivity and cells settling into a given control volume from shallower

levels and population losses due to zooplankton grazing and algal cells

settling out of the control volume.

2.6 System: FISH 

In order to capture the totality of an aquatic ecosystem, the

interaction of fish with the other aquatic biota must be dealt with in

some manner. Fish production may be important for recreational and

commercial enterprises. The decline of valued species because of a water

quality demise would have economic repercussions. Conversely, the water
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quality may deteriorate if zooplankton are over-grazed by fish, thus

allowing phytoplankton to increase unimpeded. Thus, fish can play a key

role in determining the state of an aquatic ecosystem.

In a realistic case, the system FISH should be the resultant of

the coupling of a set of component systems. One component system would

be needed for each major fish type present. This is because the make-up

of the fish population may be used as an indicator of water quality

(Beeton, 1969; Larkin and Northcote, 1969).

Consider a fish population segmented into two groups, game fish

(or those desired by fishermen) and non-game fish (or those not desired

by fishermen). Trout, small mouth bass, whitefish and sauger are possible

game fish. Carp, catfish and bullheads may be considered non-game fish.

Due to the relatively large size and rapid mobility of fish (as compared

to planktonic organisms), it may be preferable to consider fish popula-

tion dynamics within the entire aquatic system (lake, river reach, etc.)

or some segment of the ecosystem (littoral zone, embayment, etc.) rather

than in a set of small control volumes.

The food sources of fish are generally more varied than are those

of planktonic herbivores and carnivores. Zooplankton, benthic organisms,

adult aquatic insects and small fish are commonly utilized by at least

some fish. Zooplankton are commonly considered to be a major food source

for many game fish. It may be possible then to consider zooplankton as

the major food source for both game and non-game fish. The game fish

population would be greatly influenced by variations in the zooplankton

while the non-game fish would not be affected as much because of their

ability to utilize other food sources. Carp and bullheads, for example,
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will utilize almost any form of organic matter as a food source. Fish

populations are also affected by their physical and chemical environment.

Again, the game fish are commonly more sensitive to changes in these

environmental conditions.

Let GAMEFISH be a system describing the population dynamics of

game fish. The state of the system is the population of this fish group.

Inputs of zooplankton, temperature and chemical factors will determine

changes in the game fish population. The population will also change as

the result of migration (emigration and/or immigration), fish stocking

activities and fish being taken by fishermen. The system FISH is the

resultant of the coupling of GAMEFISH with NONGAMEFISH, a system

describing the population dynamics of non-game fish. As an illustration,

the component system GAMEFISH is defined as follows:

STATES(GAMEFISH) = GAMEPOPULATION

where GAMEPOPULATION = {game: game is the population of gamefishl;

INPUTS(GAMEFISH) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X CHEM X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON)

and if p is an element of INPUTS(GAMEFISH) and x is an element of

STATES(GAMEFISH), then

motion(GAMEFISH)(Cp
, 1)(x) = x + Apop

where Apop is a complex function expressing the change in gamefish popu-

lation as influenced by physicochemical environmental factors and the

availability of food.

The system NONGAMEFISH has the same form defined for GAMEFISH. A

conceptual model for defining Apop is discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.7 System: LAKE 

The above-defined conceptual framework will be used to structure

a model of an aquatic ecosystem of the form shown in Figure 2.5. The

model will be calibrated using data collected during 1970-1971 on Lake

Mead. The parameters which have been measured in this reservoir on the

Colorado River include the following:

BIOLOGICAL CHEMICAL	 PHYSICAL     

14C Primary	 Fe
productivity rate	 Mn

Phytoplankton
Zooplankton	 Zn

Cu
SO

4

Temperature
Solar radiation
Light extinction

CO3
NO3
PO

4
Mg
Ca
Na

pH
Dissolved oxygen
Soluble salts
Electrical conductivity
Cl

The results of models of plankton dynamics proposed by DiToro et al.

(1971) and Chen and Orlob (1968) are used extensively. The approach

taken by these investigators is to develop sets of equations based on the

principle of conservation of mass. An alternate approach is that taken

by Goldman (1965) and Everett (1972), who use methods of multivariate

analysis to derive functional relationships. Other investigators

utilizing these statistical tools include Buzas (1971); Walsh (1971);

Hughes, Peer and Mann (1972); Blackburn (1973); and Brylinsky and Mann
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(1973). The large body of available data from Lake Mead studies makes

the utilization of these methods feasible. However, these analysis

techniques should not be viewed as the final answer to defining functional

relationships and process mechanisms in natural systems. Quoting Walsh

(1971): "Linear regression analysis is appropriate for preliminary

insight into a complex system, but is an inadequate description of

biological phenomena." In general, a physically-based (i.e., supported

by experimental evidence) approach is taken here to obtain the basic form

• of the system LAKE and regression analysis is utilized as a model cali-

bration tool.



CHAPTER 3

MODELING THE AQUATIC ECOSYSTEM

There are three general characteristics which a realistic mathe-

matical model of an aquatic ecosystem should possess. First, basing such

a construct on the conservation of mass (or energy) principle, with

changes in storage being expressed as a series of input terms minus a

series of output terms seems well justified. Secondly, spatial and

temporal variability should be dealt with to account for variation of

environmental factors in space and time. Response lag time is part of

this time factor consideration. Biological response to environmental

inputs is never instantaneous. The time lag between changes in the

aquatic physical or chemical parameters and the resultant changes in

photosynthesis rates and biotic populations is difficult to define but

may be very important if the time scale of the mathematical model is

sufficiently short. Lastly, the biotic components (especially phyto-

plankton population) need to be subdivided in a manner such that varia-

tion in population dominance can be evaluated. Most of the water quality

problems associated with eutrophication are related to shifts in the

diversity of the phytoplankton to a dominance of undesirable algae types

(such as blue-green algae). The usefulness of a mathematical model of an

aquatic system as a tool in water resource management is dependent upon

its success at dealing with these matters.

40
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The following sections present some of the details of the system

model LAKE. The basic equations describing changes in plankton popula-

tions are, in general, based on conservation of mass considerations. The

form of the various rate terms will be discussed as will the methods used

to parameterize these expressions using data collected on Lake Mead.

Finally, these deterministic expressions will be imbedded into a

stochastic framework as suggested by Friedman (1973).

3.1 Phytoplankton Population Dynamics 

The algae as primary producers form the initial level of a lake's

food web. In addition, algal productivity and diversity are related to

water quality. Consider the conservation of phytoplankton biomass in a

control volume. Bella (1970) presents the following equation in a dis-

cussion of settling and vertical mixing:

r,	 dC
	d(AC) _ dLu zr1 dz 	 d(UAC) 	s

dt	 dz	 dz —
[3.1]

Here, A is the area of a horizontal slice through the control volume, C

is the algal concentration, t is time, D z is the vertical diffusion

coefficient, U is the algal sinking velocity and Sis a sink or source

term (growth plus additions due to settling from shallower control

volumes minus zooplankton grazing losses). This equation presents the

deterministic form of the various factors which cause changes in the

algal population. The equation assumes that horizontal gains or losses

are unimportant and can be neglected. In the following paragraphs, the

details of the various terms in Equation [3.1] are presented.
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3.1.1 Growth Rate

The S term in Equation [3.1] may be viewed as the difference

between gains due to births (or productivity) and algal cells falling

from shallower levels and losses due to zooplankton grazing, algal

respiration and algae settling to deeper levels. The phytoplankton

birthrate is assumed to be a function of daytime productivity (or photo-

synthetic carbon fixation) minus respiration (which continues through the

night as well as daylight periods). The photosynthetic productivity rate

expressed as mass of carbon fixed per unit volume per unit time is the

result of a complex interaction of physical (light and temperature),

chemical (nutrients) and biological (competition for nutrients, etc.)

factors. The nature of these interactions is imprecisely understood but

a great deal of laboratory and field observation has indicated that the

following mathematical forms express the influence of the various environ-

mental parameters on productivity.

The main assumption in the following formulation is the postula-

tion of a maximum or optimal photosynthetic productivity rate, u	 formax'

an optimal temperature, optimal supplies of nutrients and light, and in

the absence of competition for light and nutrients. Non-optimal nutrient

concentrations, temperatures or light intensities will lead to produc-

tivity rates less than pmax . The basic relationship between productivity

rate and nutrient concentrations, light and temperature is shown in the

following figure.
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Primary
productivity	 Pmaxrate 

Temperature, light or nutrient concentration

Figure 3.1 Relationship between Productivity Rates and Environmental
Parameters.

Figure 3.1 shows that primary productivity rates increase to a

maximum as temperature, light or nutrients increase. Higher levels of

these factors have a relatively small effect on productivity rates and

still higher levels inhibit productivity.

Several models have been proposed to express the effect of nutri-

ents on productivity. Monod growth kinetics are often used to describe

this relationship. Given an adequate level of nutrient concentration,

the growth rate proceeds at the maximum or saturation rate determined by

ambient temperature and light conditions. At lower nutrient levels, the

growth rate is diminished. This relationship is expressed as follows:

X 
P = Pmax K + X [3.2]

where p is the observed productivity rate, p max is the optimal or

saturation rate defined earlier, X is the nutrient concentration observed

and K is a constant coefficient. The coefficient K is termed the half-

saturation or Michaelis constant and is commonly defined to be the

nutrient concentration at which the growth rate is half the saturated
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growth rate. The use of this type of relation is supported (at least for

the cases of nitrate and phosphate concentration) by the work of Ketchum

(1939); Dugdale (1967) and Eppley, Rogers and McCarthy (1969). Values of

K vary as a function of the nutrient in question and the algal species.

The effect of multiple nutrient factors is expressed as follows:

X
1 	 X2	Xn 

= 11max K +X K +X	 K + X1	 1 2	 2	 n	 n
[3.3]

where Xn 
is the concentration of nutrient n and K is the Michaelis con-

stant for nutrient n. Inherent in the use of this form of the equation

is the assumption that nutrient concentrations of inhibitory levels are

not being considered. As Xn increases, Xn/(Kn + Xn) approaches unity and,

hence, the relation will not account for inhibition of growth by nutrient

excess. Since the modeling of eutrophication phenomena is normally con-

cerned with nutrient influx leading to excessive productivity, this

assumption does not appear restrictive.

The influence of temperature on productivity is also poorly

understood and empirically based relationships have been proposed. It is

common in biological studies to quantify the effect of temperature change

by a Q10 value. The Q10 value is the factor by which reaction rates

change with a 10 °C change in temperature. Because of the multistep

nature of productivity-growth processes (diffusion of nutrients into

cells, photoelectric reactions, enzymatic reactions, etc.), the defini-

tion of a single coefficient to describe temperature effects is impos-

sible. An average value of 2 is often suggested for biological reactions.

DiToro et al. (1971) define a linear relationship between growth

rates and temperature. This is expressed as follows:
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P = P	 KTmax T [3.4]

where KT is a coefficient (in per ° C units) and T is the temperature in

degrees Centigrade. Experimental evidence supports this approximate

relationship within temperature ranges common in lakes (0 ° C to 30 ° C).

Inhibitory temperatures will not be considered here. For the parameter

light, • the use of a Monod-Michaelis factor (as suggested by Chen and

Orlob, 1968). is unacceptable. This form only considers increases in

productivity rates with increases in environmental parameter values.

Though this limitation may be operationally defendable for temperature,

it clearly is not for light. Phytoplankton exposed to high light

intensities near the water surface may have light-inhibited photo-

synthesis rates. This inhibition must be dealt with in some manner.

Equation [3.5] is proposed by Steele (1965) and is used by DiToro et al.

(1971):

= Pmax	 exP (1 - T-)	[3.5]

Here, L is light intensity or incident radiation and K L is a constant

coefficient. A value of 300 langleys per day for KL is used by DiToro

et al. (1971).

The considerations outlined in the preceding paragraphs lead to

the following relationship:

X	 X
1 	n 	L	 ri	 Lp = pmax KTT K l +X 1 	Kn + Xn KL ex

 L' KL J
[3.6]

where the variables are as previously defined. This equation has been

used to express the productivity rate of a lumped phytoplankton popula-

tion. The following equation is proposed as a description of the total



population productivity rate as a sum of the contributions from several

algal groups. Seven algal groups are to be considered in this concep-

tualization. The contribution of these groups to total observed

productivity is expressed as follows:

7	 popk	 X
1 = EK_ T 	Pmaxk Tic phytopop Klk + X 1k=1
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• • •

X
n exp [ 1   ]

Knk + Xn KLk	 KLk
[3.7]

where the subscripts indicate the coefficients for the individual algal

divisions, popk is the population of phytoplankton division k and

phytopop is the total algal population. Competitive interactions among

the algal groups are expressed by these coefficients which are specific

for each algal division and by the ratio term popk /phytopop.

Equation [3.7] is utilized in the formulation of the model LAKE.

Three nutrients will be initially considered here: nitrates, phosphates

and carbon. These nutrients are the most commonly encountered in the

literature as causing variations in productivity. Values of the coeffi-

cients KTk , Kpk , Kmk , Kck and K Lk can be adapted from the literature

where Kpk , KNk and Kck are Michaelis constants for phosphates, nitrates

and carbon, respectively.

Ranges of values for KTk , Kpk , Kmk and KLk were taken from the

literature (Ketchum, 1939; Ryther, 1956; Steele, 1965; Chen and Orlob,

1968; DiToro et al., 1971). For the case of carbon as a possible limiting

nutrient, consider the data given in Table 3.1. These data clearly indi-

cate the existence of a seasonal inverse association between carbon (at

these concentrations) and primary productivity rate. Even though the
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Table 3.1 Primary Productivity Rates (PPr) and Carbon Available (C)
Measured at Beacon Island Station, Boulder Basin, Lake Mead,
1970-1971. -- Available carbon is predominately in bicarbonate
form (Everett, 1972).

Depth
(m)

September, 1970 January, 1971

PPr* C** PPr

0 8.19 21.90 4.01 32.80

3 45.22 22.00 10.96 33.40

5 40.28 22.00 6.11 33.70

10 13.99 24.20 .97 32.80

20 .41 23.70 .47 31.30

*mg-C/m3/hr

**mg/i
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available carbon is reduced significantly by the high productivity rates

measured for September, the carbon concentration is apparently still in

plentiful supply. The possible effects (if any) of these diminished

carbon concentrations on productivity rates appear to be overshadowed by

the influence of the other physical and chemical parameters. From

numerous studies summarized by Goldman et al. (1972), as well as the

above reasoning, it was concluded that carbon is not a limiting nutrient

in Lake Mead.

Given values for the temperature, nutrient and light coefficients,

Equation [3.7] can be expressed in the following form:

7
= E A, Y

Kk=1	 k
[3.8]

where A
k 

is p
ma

 xk and Y
k 

is the product of the remaining terms in Equa-

tion [3.7]. Using temperature, nutrient, light, algal population and

productivity measurements on Lake Mead, values for the AK can be esti-

mated using multiple linear regression techniques (assuming a zero inter-

cept for the computed linear equation). The equation thus obtained

should then be validated using an independent data (i.e., not used to

estimate the AK coefficients) set. It is, perhaps, more precise to say

that the Ak 's, the coefficients estimated using multiple linear regres-

sion methods, cannot be considered true estimates of optimal or maximum

primary productivity rates. These coefficients are statistical con-

structs and multiple linear regression is the methodology used to param-

eterize the assumed primary productivity model. The correspondence

between Ak and 
Pmaxk

 is, thus, directly related to the validity of the

assumed model form.
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The measurements of productivity on Lake Mead included net pro-

ductivity (i.e., carbon fixation minus respiration) determinations for

the daylight period. Algal respiration is included in the mass balance

formulation to account for nocturnal respiration.

Approximations of the proportion of carbon in the various algal

cell types and biomass estimates per cell were taken from the literature

(Lewin, 1962; DiToro et al., 1971; Staker, 1973). Estimates of percent

carbon of algal biomass are given in Table 3.2. This information may be

used to estimate a birthrate (organisms/m 3/day) from the primary produc-

tivity rate (gm-C/m3/day) for the individual algal divisions. The

primary productivity rate divided by carbon mass per algal cell

(gm-C/organism) defines a birthrate term.

Light, temperature and nutrient concentrations are the physical

and chemical inputs to this productivity model. The following sections

describe what these inputs were for the Lake Mead case.

Solar Radiation. Solar radiation inputs to LAKE might be com-

puted using equations reviewed by Water Resources Engineers, Inc. (1968)

in their energy balance model. These relationships allow the computation

of incident solar radiation at the top of the earth's atmosphere as a

function of latitude, solar declination, day of the year and time period

during the day. The attenuation of this radiation as it passes through

the atmosphere can be approximated as a function of atmospheric turbidity

(cloud cover, smog, etc.) and thickness of the atmosphere.

Data on the atmospheric turbidity parameters is sparse and the

modeling of the attenuation phenomena is beyond the scope of this project.



Table 3.2 Percent Carbon of Biomass of Phytoplankton Divisions.*

Division Mean % C % C (Range)

Cyanophyta 36 (28-45)

Chlorophyta 43 (35-48)

Pyrrophyta 43 (37-47)

Chrysophyta 40 (35-45)

Bacillariophyta 33 (19-50)

Cryptophyta 50**

Euglenophyta 48***

*Unless indicated as otherwise, values were taken
from DiToro et al. (1971).

**Not found in the literature but 50% is a value
commonly quoted for phytoplankton in general.

***Goldman et al. (1972).

50
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Hence, solar radiation incident at the earth's surface was taken from data

recorded by the U. S. Weather Bureau at Las Vegas and at Page, Arizona.

Light incident at the earth's surface is further attenuated as it

passes through the lake water. Consideration of this attenuation is

based on the Beer-Lambert law:

—
dI 

= - kC1dz [3.9]

where I is radiation intensity, z is depth from the surface, k is a

coefficient and C is the concentration of materials (organisms, sediment,

dissolved materials, etc.) that may scatter or absorb light. The

coefficient k must be related to both background impurities and the con-

centration of algal cells in order that both light attenuation and self-

shading phenomena can be considered. Azad and Borchardt (1969) have

suggested the following form of Equation [3.9]:

dl = - (a + bC) Idz
[3.10]

where a is a composite coefficient representing background impurities and

b is the coefficient for algal concentration, C. The solution to the

above differential equation is expressed as follows:

L(z) = L
0
 exp (-(a + bC) z)	 [3.11]

where L
0
 is the radiation (langleys/day) incident at the water surface as

previously defined and L(z) is the radiation incident at some depth z

below the surface.

An unsuccessful attempt was made to parameterize Equation [3.11]

using data on incident radiation at the surface and percent transmission

(%T) with depth collected on Lake Mead. The coefficient a expresses the
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light attenuation due to pure water plus dissolved matter. In other than

highly colored waters, the effects of dissolved matter are small and may

be neglected as a first approximation. The value of this coefficient

then becomes the physical effect of light passing through the water. A

value of 1.7 x 10-3 per cm for the coefficient a is given by Azad and

Borchardt (1969) and was assumed to be valid. The coefficient b was

estimated using the following expressions:

L(z) = L x %T/100	 [3.12]

and from Equation [3.11]:

In L(z) - ln L + az . bC	 [3.13]

Data available on L, %T, z and C were used to estimate b using linear

regression techniques.

The model, thus parameterized, did not explain variations in

light intensity with depth as a function of algal population concentra-

tion. This result is probably due to the seasonal variation in sediment

flux through Lake Mead. Hence, the assumed model form is not valid in

this case. The following model form may be more appropriate:

L(z) = L o exp (-(a + aS + f3C) z) 	 [3.14]

where S is suspended sediment concentration and a and (3 are coefficients.

Data on the spatial and temporal variation of suspended sediment concen-

trations was not available to calibrate this model. Hence, vertical

profiles of percent transmittance for given days (i.e., non-sample days)

of the year were computed from collected percent transmittance data by

linear interpolation between recorded sample points.

Temperature. Several models to predict the spatial and temporal

patterns of temperature in lakes have been proposed (Water Resources
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Engineers, 1968; U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1972). These models are

based on conservation of mass and energy budget considerations. The

calibration or development of such models is beyond the scope of this

study. Hence, temperature values were taken from historical data from

Lake Mead (U. S. Geological Survey, 1970 and 1971) and used as inputs to

LAKE. These data consist of vertical temperature profiles taken monthly

at Hoover Dam. Linear interpolation between recorded profiles was used

to compute temperature profiles for non-sample days.

The available vertical temperature profile data consist of

measurements taken at depths of 0, 10, 25, 75 and 125 feet. The role of

the system TEMP-LIGHT for the Lake Mead case would be to interpolate

between available data points and generate a vertical temperature profile

consisting of water temperature data at discrete one-meter intervals.

Nutrients. Nitrate and phosphate concentrations are nutrient

inputs to the primary productivity segment of LAKE. Thus, it is assumed

that other nutrients are present in optimal amounts at all times. The

model can easily be modified to account for the effects of additional

nutrient species.

Conservation of mass equations for nutrients are commonly included

in the formulation of aquatic productivity models; to be truly realistic,

such an approach would call for a hydrodynamic model of the aquatic

system in order to describe the movement of nutrient masses. Since no

such model exists for Lake Mead at present, concentration data collected

on Lake Mead (U. S. Geological Survey, 1970 and 1971; Everett, 1972)

forms the basis of computation of the nutrient input time series.

Nitrate and phosphate inputs may be obtained by linear interpolation
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between nutrient concentration data collected at Lake Mead (Everett,

1972). This interpolation function is accomplished by the system

NUTRIENTS. These nutrient concentration data consist of samples taken at

5-meter and at 30-meter depths at six sampling times. Computation of

vertical profiles of phosphate concentrations is based on an assumption

of homogeneous concentrations above and below the thermocline.

3.1.2 Zooplankton Grazing

Several relationships have been suggested in the literature to

describe phytoplankton losses due to grazing by zooplankton. Most of

these relate these losses to zooplankton population or biomass. DiToro

et al. (1971) suggests the following relation:

Grazing losses = K 
g
Z	 [3.15]

where K
g
 is a constant coefficient and Z is the zooplankton population

size. Chen and Orlob (1972) present a more complex equation of the

following form:

Grazing losses = u VC F 	 [3.16]
z z p,z

where u z is the zooplankton growth rate, the product of volume V and con-

centration C
z 
yields zooplankton biomass, and Fp,z 

is a conversion factor

for the conversion of phytoplankton cells to zooplankton organisms. The

remaining phytoplankton biomass (i.e., that not converted to zooplankton

biomass) is recycled to abiotic components of the aquatic system through

bacteria and other organisms which feed on zooplankton digestive wastes.

The relationships presented in Equations [3.15] and [3.16] are

simplistic but have been utilized successfully as a first approximation.

The formulation of the system LAKE includes a modification of these
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simple equations and proposes a method of accounting for grazing prefer-

ence. These considerations lead to the postulation of the following

expression:

(z)P0P .) 2 (10010k )
2

3

Gkj = Kkj	 zoopop phytopop [3.17]

where Gki is the rate of grazing losses of algal group k due to zooplank-

ton group j (organisms/day); K ki is a factor expressing the grazing rate

of zooplankton group j on algal group k (liters filtered/organism-day);

zpoP ./zoopop is the factor expressing grazing competition among the zoo-j

plankton as a function of the proportion of zooplankton group j in the

entire zooplankton population, zoopop; and popk and phytopop are the

populations of algal group k and all algae, respectively.

The rationale behind Equation [3.17] is that zooplankton group j

will graze on algal group k at a rate determined by the preference of j

for k as well as the proportion of these algae available. For example,

if Daphnia prefer to graze on green algae, the losses of green algae due

to Daphnia grazing will be a function of the relative number of green

algae available. If diatoms far out number the green algae, then diatom

losses to Daphnia grazing may be larger even though Daphnia  have a higher

preference for green algae. If Daphnia make up but a very small propor-

tion of the total zooplankton population, then their grazing effect on

any algal group will be diminished. Equations of the form of Equation

[3.17] are utilized in the formulation of LAKE. These relationships were

parameterized by inference from algal and zooplankton population counts

to get coefficients that are in agreement with the qualitative informa-

tion available on grazing preference. Data on grazing rates are
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available from the literature (DiToro et al., 1971; Hutchinson, 1967;

Ryther, 1956). Most of these data are reported as liters filtered per

milligram zooplankton biomass per day. Table 3.3 summarizes some of

these filtering rates. These data were utilized in the manner demon-

stratedbythefollowinganalysis.LetK.be the grazing rate of zoo-

plankton group j defined as follows:

K -	 liters filtered	mg zooplankton j .	 •3	 mg zooplankton.day	 organism j

liters filtered 
organism j•day [3.18]

Then the grazing rate of zooplankton group j on phytoplankton group k,

., is defined as follows:Kkj

K .= K.P.
k3	 3k [3.19]

where
3
.
k
 is a dimensionless preference factor of zooplankton group j for

13

phytoplankton group k. Preference factors were defined for the 42

zooplankton-phytoplankton pairs being considered using correlation

coefficients. Let C kj be the correlation coefficient associating the

population size of phytoplankton group k (k = 1, 2, ..., 7) and zoo-

plankton group j (j = 1, 2, ..., 6). Then

C .

P. - 	
3k	 7

E.Ckj
k=1

[3.20]

According to this definition, 0 <P 	 < 1 (because, at least in this case,

7
Ckj 2. 0 for all k and j) and E	 1" = 1.0. Hence, these preference fac-

k=1 3

tors function as weighting factors to delegate the total grazing activity

of a given zooplankton group among the various phytoplankton groups. The
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Table 3.3 Zooplankton Filtering Rates in Liters Filtered per Milligram
Biomass Per Day (DiToro et al., 1971).

Organism Type
Grazing Rate
(liters/mg/day)

Rotifers 0.6 - 1.5

Copepods 0.6 - 2.0

Cladocera 0.2 -	 1.6

Natural association 0.8 -	 1.1
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results of the correlation analysis are given in Table 3.4. These

results led to the matrix of preference factors shown in Table 3.5. The

preference factors defined above are strictly statistical constructs.

Though not physically based, these results are not physically unrealistic.

For example, the computed preference values indicate an avoidance of blue-

green algae, k=7 (which are dominated by filamentous forms which would

hamper filter feeding activities); euglena, k=2 (whose relatively large

size may be a hindrance to feeding); and diatoms, k=3 (whose silicaceous

cell wall may be difficult to digest) (Hutchinson, 1967 and 1973).

Continuing the analysis, let popk , zpop i , phytopop and zoopop be

the concentration (organisms per liter) of phytoplankton group k, zoo-

plankton group j, total algae population, and total zooplankton popula-

tion, respectively. Then Gki , the grazing losses by phytoplankton k due

to zooplankton j (phytoplankton k per liter per day), is defined as:

P°Pk 	 273°19j 
= ICki popk zpop

kj j phytopop zoo pop

Cpopk) 2 (zpop i ) 2

3.1.3 Settling and Vertical Dispersion

The mass balance equation for the algae population is stated in

the following form:

dCd(D A — )
d(AC) _ 	 z dz 	 d(UAC) 	s
dt	 dz	 dz —

[3.22]

= K .
kj phytopop zoopop

[3.21]

where A is the horizontal surface area of the control volume, C is the

concentration of algae (cells/volume), D z is the vertical diffusion



Table 3.4 Correlation Matrix Associating Zooplankton and Phytoplankton
Groups.

Algae*

Zooplankton** 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 .52 .03 .02 .14 .18 .59 .04
2 .49 .01 .001 .19 .28 .36 .02
3 .35 .009 .02 .03 .06 .34 .02
4 .43 .02 .02 .26 .27 .40 .02
5 .49 .03 .01 .15 .21 .43 .02
6 .41 .07 .006 .05 .01 .44 .30

*For algae: 1 = green algae, 2 = euglenoids, 3 = diatoms, 4 =
chrysophytes, 5 = dinoflagellates, 6 = cryptophytes and 7 =
blue-green algae.

**For zooplankton: 1 = nauplii, 2 = Daphnia, 3 = Bosmina, 4 =
calanoids, 5 = cyclopoids and 6 = rotifers.

Table 3.5 Matrix of Preference Factors P. .'	 jk

Algae k

Zooplankton j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 .367 .020 .014 .099 .127 .345 .028
2 .363 .006 .002 .141 .208 .266 .010
3 .422 .010 .024 .037 .073 .410 .024
4 .302 .015 .016 .183 .190 .282 .015
5 .336 .023 .008 .112 .157 .321 .015
6 .318 .054 .008 .039 .009 .341 .232

59
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coefficient, U is sinking velocity of algae, t is time, z is depth and S

is the source or sink term, defined in preceding sections.

Consideration of sinking and vertical mixing was based on the

work of Bella (1970). The differential terms of Equation [3.22] may be

approximated by finite difference methods for computation. The area

term is set equal to one square meter since the control volume was a one-

meter cube. Values for settling velocities for the various algal groups

can be found in the literature (Hutchinson, 1967; Bella, 1970; DiToro et

al., 1971; Chen and Orlob, 1972). Velocities of 0 to 1 meter per day are

suggested by Bella.

Because of the seasonal variation of the thermal structure of

lakes, the following equations are proposed to describe the vertical

distribution of the dispersion coefficient, D z 
(cm

2/sec), as it varies

with season. Values for D z 
were approximated from Bella (1970). For a

summer stratified lake with a thermocline at depth z* (in meters),

D
z 
= 0.70 -

0.65 0 < z < z*
z*

= 0.15
	 z > z*	 [3.23]

where z is depth in meters and D 	 the dispersion coefficient 
at that

depth. For the autumn turnover period:

D
z
 = 2.0
	 [3.24]

at all depths. For the winter a roughly homogeneous temperature profile

is expected and, hence,

D
z 
= 0.20	 [3.25]

during this period. For the spring during the development of a

thermocline:
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0.65 
D
z 
= 0.70 z*

= 0.25

0 < z < z*

z > z* [3.26]

where z* is the depth of the developing thermocline.

Using the considerations outlined above, the dispersion and

settling terms of Equation [3.22] may be evaluated at each depth in the

vertical profile to estimate the rate of exchange of algae between adja-

cent control volumes.

3.2 Zooplankton Population Dynamics 

In the formulation of the system LAKE, the following mass balance

equations is used to describe the rate of change in the population of

zooplankton group j within a control volume:

dZ.	 7
---1-=	 GE	 .	 . - zresp. - zdeath.

k=1ut	
k cony.

J	 J	 J
[3.27]

where Gkj is the grazing rate on algal group k as defined by Equation

[3.21],corw.is the conversion efficiency from algal cells to zooplank-

tonorganisms;zresp.isrespiratimlosses;zdeath.is the rate of

loss of zooplankton due to grazing by fish and natural mortality.

Values for the coefficients required by Equation [3.27] were

taken from the literature initially because of a lack of pertinent data.

gave cony 	averaging 63 percent with

a standard deviation of 20 percent. Other values in this range can also

be found in the literature (DiToro et al., 1971). Manipulation of these

species-dependent values is necessary in the calibration of LAKE.

Similar (and somewhat subjective) methods will be used to obtain values

of zdeath..
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The respiration loss rate, zresP ., will be assumed to be a linear3

function of temperature:

zresp. = 
KT3	 P.Tzpo .3	 3 [3.28]

where KTi is a constant for zooplankton group j and T is temperature in

degreesCentigradeandzpoP 3.is the concentration of zooplankton group

j. Values for KT of about 0.1 per day °C are given by DiToro et al.

(1971).

The following relationship is proposed to estimate zooplankton

losses due to grazing by fish, natural mortality and chemical toxicity.

Let 1K. be a coefficient specific for zooplankton group j. Then,
3

zdeath. = K. zpo .
3	 3	

P3

This simplistic expression is proposed because the complex processes

resulting in the death of zooplankton are poorly understood.

3.3 Fish Population Dynamics 

Conceptually, it is not difficult to postulate a model for fish

population dynamics. The general form would be an equation expressing

the change in the population size of a given type of fish as the sum of a

series of positive population gain terms and negative population loss

terms. If fishm is 
the population of fish group (species, adult of a

species, family or other grouping) m, then the rate of change of fishm

may be expressed as follows:

dfishm - birthsm 
plantm + 

arrivem 
- deathm - catchm 

- leavemdt

where birthsm , plant, arrive are population gain rates due to growth

or births, fish planting or stocking, and immigration, respectively; and
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death, catchm 
and leave

m are population loss rates due to natural

mortality, chemical inhibition, etc., fish being caught and emigration,

respectively. The following sections give expressions for these rate

terms. The equations presented have been adapted from Parker (1968) and

Chen and Orlob (1972). These expressions are similar in form to the

terms of a basic Lotka-Volterra model but have been modified to express

temperature effects; the seasonal nature of such phenomena as emigration,

immigration, stocking efforts, fishing activity, and spawning; and the

effects of prey density on feeding and growth rates.

To express the birth or growth rate of the population of fish

group m, consider the following expression. Let al , a2 and a3 be con-

stant coefficients, T be temperature in Centigrade degrees, food be the

concentration of food organisms (zooplankton) and t is time (days since

the beginning of the year). Then let

birth	
food 

m (t) = a T fish a
2 

+ food exP (- (t a3 ) 2)

where the time t = a3 
denotes the peak of the spawning season. The factor

a
1 T 

fish
m expresses a 

birth rate in an essentially Lotka-Volterra form

but including the effect of temperature. The factor food/(a2 + food) is

a Michaelis-Menton expression depicting the effect of food concentration

on the growth or birth. This factor indicates that increases in food

supply will increase the growth rate but there exists a level of feeding

and growth saturation. The exponential term expresses the seasonality of

birth and growth as it is related to the spawning cycles of the fish

group.
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To express the rate of gain in the fish population due to stocking

by man, let a4 and as be constants. Then let

p1antm (t) = a4 exp (-(t - a5 )
2
)

where the time t = a denotes the peak of the stocking season. This

expression indicates that the rate of stocking is only a function of

time.

Immigration may also be expressed as only a function of time as

follows:

arrivem (t) = a6 exp (-(t - a7 ) 2 )

where a6 and a7 are constant coefficients.

Emigration may also be expressed as a function of time (or

season). But the size of the fish population must also be taken into

account to avoid the possibility of the emigration of more fish than are

present. To describe emigration, let a8 and a9 be constant coefficients

and let

leavem (t) = a8 fishm exp (-(t - a9 ) 2 )

The death rate of fish due to natural mortality, chemical

toxicity, etc., may be expressed as a function of the fish population

size and water temperature. By defining the death rate as being a func-

tion of population size, the possibility of having more deaths that there

are fish present is avoided. Let an be a constant, then

death = a T fish
m	 10	 m

Expressing the effects of temperature in this manner is suggested by

considering that the toxicity of many chemical agents (metal ions,
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phenols, etc.) is increased by a rise in temperature and that the effects

of dissolved oxygen stress commonly occur at elevated temperatures.

The rate of loss of fish may be expressed as follows:

catchm(t) = 
all fish exp ( - (t - 

a12)2)

where a
11 

and a
12 are constants and the exponential term again expresses

a seasonal periodicity in the fish catch.

Substituting these proposed rate expressions into equation and

simplifying

dfishm 	food = fishm T [ al a2 + 'ood exp (-(t - a3 ) 2)dt

- fish
m [ a8 exp (-(t - a9

) 2
) - a

11 exp (-(t - a 12
) 2) ]

+ a4 exp (-(t - a5 )
2
) + a6 exp (-(t - a7 ) 2)

The work of Chen and Orlob (1968) and Ware (1972) suggests a value of

between 50 and 500 organisms per liter for a 2 . Parker (1968) gives a

value of 0.001 per ° C per day for a10 . The remaining coefficients might

be estimated from data on the season cycles of spawning (al and a3),

emigration (a8 and a9), fishing effort (all and a12), stocking (a4 and

as) and immigration (a6 and a7). The difficulty in utilizing this

mathematical model would be in sampling the fish populations to calibrate

and to test the model.

3.4 Stochastic Model

3.4.1 Mathematical Methodologies

The modeling of natural phenomena calls for the conceptualization

of reality. This results from the unwieldy complexity of natural
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systems. Conceptualization of an aquatic ecosystem is required because

of a lack of understanding of the natural processes, causal mechanisms

and component interactions involved. In addition, simplifications in

model form are made because a perfectly realistic model is not needed to

obtain usable information about the operation of real-world systems.

The mathematical approach taken in model formulation is deter-

mined by the nature of one's conceptual image of the natural process.

Two basic approaches to mathematical modeling may be considered: deter-

ministic approaches and stochastic approaches.

Deterministic models are formulated as an equation or set of

equations which respond to numerical inputs in a manner analogous to the

response of the real-world system to real-world inputs. When dealing

with natural systems, uncertainties concerning the nature and sequence of

inputs, causal interactions and process mechanisms are the rule. As a

result, many natural processes are characterized by stochastic or random

properties. Properties resulting in the stochastic response of aquatic

ecosystems include variation in the genetic composition and life history

of organisms and poor understanding of the relationship of primary pro-

ductivity rates to birth rates of phytoplankton, of grazing selectivity,

of the interaction of environmental factors (temperature, light, water

chemistry, etc.) in producing the biotic response, of conversion

efficiencies between trophic levels, etc.

Variation in the state of a system may, in some cases, be

visualized as the resultant of two processes: 1) the variation that can

be explained deterministically, and 2) random or stochastic variation.

Evidence from laboratory algal culture studies and field investigations
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has resulted in the postulating of deterministic relationships between

biotic productivity and environmental parameters. However, most of these

relationships have been defined with reference to changes in individual

environmental parameters (light intensity, for example). The stochastic

properties alluded to above as well as the stochastic nature of inputs to

the aquatic ecosystem (solar radiation, nutrients, etc.) leads to the

observed stochastic response of the aquatic system. A strictly

stochastic approach may neglect information about the system dynamics

which can be deterministically modeled and a purely deterministic

approach may be unrealistic by ignoring the inherent randomness of

natural systems. Thus, an ecosystem model may be most realistically for-

mulated as the combination of both deterministic and stochastic compo-

nents in order to apply sufficient weight to those factors which we can

explain precisely and those which have random properties.

Given the current state of knowledge about the dynamics of

aquatic ecosystems, the natural processes may be viewed as stochastic

processes. Deterministic forms of the relationships between biotic pro-

ductivity and the chemical and physical environment are useful in param-

eterizing a stochastic model. These forms are suggested by experimental

evidence and empirical knowledge concerning the dynamics of aquatic eco-

systems. The deterministic forms may be incorporated into a stochastic

model of the form described by Friedman (1973). This model utilizes

deterministic expressions to compute values of rate terms such as birth

rate, death rate due to grazing, loss rate due to sinking, etc. These

rate terms are then used to parameterize a stochastic simulation of the

processes which result in changes in biotic populations.
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This merging of postulated deterministic relationships with a

basically stochastic approach yields two desirable results. First, it

allows one to draw from all possible sources of information concerning

the natural systems rather than relying strictly on field data for the

particular site in question. Secondly, the resulting model will postu-

late experimentally supported cause-effect relationships among the model

components rather than merely generating state trajectories which, in

some sense, mimic past observations. This result is desirable not only

from the viewpoint of academic science but also in reference to resource

management and control of natural processes such as eutrophication.

3.4.2	 Poisson Processes

Changes in the biotic populations within a control volume result

from population gains due to productivity and settling from shallower

levels, and losses due to grazing, settling out of the control volume and

respiration. Rate terms for these gain and loss processes have been

defined.

Births, deaths and other gains and losses to biotic populations

are discrete events. The occurrence of such events can be viewed as an

experiment with only two possible outcomes (a birth or no birth, for

example). Such "experiments" are termed Bernoulli trials. If the out-

comes of a sequence of Bernoulli trials are mutually independent and the

probabilities of the occurrence of the two possible outcomes are constant

then the probability of y events (such as a birth) occurring in n

(0 < y < n) trials is expressed by a binomial probability distribution.
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When considering the occurrence of gain and loss events for

biotic populations it is not possible to identify individual discrete

experiments." The number of trials is expected to be large and events

can occur numerous times during a day or other time period. Consider for

example the number of phytoplankton births in one second. The proba-

bility of a birth in a given second is assumed to be a small number. In

other words, the chance of multiple births in this time period may be

negligible. As one considers smaller and smaller time intervals, At, for

individual "trials," then n, the number of trials, increases (approaches

infinity) and p, the probability of a birth during the trial inveral,

decreases (approaches zero). The expected number of events, np, remains

constant and p x (x), the probability of x births, is expressed by a
1

Poisson distribution as follows:

where A = np, the expected number of events per second or other short

time interval, and X
1 
is the Poisson variable. This expected number of

events is the only parameter needed to define a Poisson distribution.

Of interest here is the number of birth events per day. Let T be

the number of seconds per day. Then X 2 , the number of births in a day,

has a Poisson distribution with parameter AT (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970).

Using a Poisson distribution in this manner to describe the random number

of events occurring between time zero and time t defines a stochastic

process. This stochastic process is called a Poisson process and is

proposed as a model of the occurrence of random birth and death events.
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The processes of population gain and loss occur concurrently

during any time period. They are, in general, governed by the same

physical and chemical environmental factors. Phytoplankton grazing

losses have been described as a function of algal population size and

diversity. These characteristics of the algae population within a

given control volume are a function of gain processes (primary produc-

tivity rates, cell division, etc.). Population gain and loss processes

are, thus, interrelated phenomena and not truly independent. However,

the assumption of process independence is made to facilitate model

formulation and computation of state transitions. It is also assumed

that each gain or loss process satisfies the assumptions of a Poisson

process. These assumptions have been, in some sense, justified in the

preceding paragraphs and are defined as follows:

1. The probability of exactly one event occurring in the time inter-

val from t to t+At is approximately XAt where At is a small time

interval.

2 The probability of more than one event during the interval

(t, t+At) is zero (or small compared to XAt).

3 The probability of zero events occurring during the interval

(t, t+At) is 1 - XAt.

4. These probabilities are independent of changes in the population

(or states of the system) during a time interval (t, t+T) where

T >> At.

Since, in this case, the rate terms (X) and, hence, the above

probabilities are dependent upon the size of the biotic populations, the
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time period T must be chosen so as to satisfy the fourth assumption. The

value of T will be chosen as part of calibration processes for LAKE.

Initially, a time period of at least 24 hours will be utilized.

Two approaches are commonly employed to utilize these proba-

bilistic tools. One method is to evaluate the indicated probabilities to

obtain a state transition matrix. This approach is practical if only one

probability distribution (i.e., with constant parameters) were used for

each gain or loss process for all time periods. For this study, however,

an infinite number of probability distribution parameters (i.e., rate

terms) are possible for a given time interval for each gain or loss

process. Because state transition probabilities, in this case, are time

(or, more precisely, state) variant, it is not practical to compute state

transition matricies as a new transition matrix for each process would

need to be computed for each time interval.

For this study, Monte Carlo simulation seems to be a more

reasonable approach. Monte Carlo simulation is commonly applied when

state trajectories are governed by deterministic process equations whose

solutions are not readily obtained (Newman and Odel, 1971). Though

approximate solutions may be obtained by considering the relationships

defined in the preceding chapters as a system of differential equations,

the use of stochastic simulation seems justified in light of the uncer-

tainty associated with the defined relationships and the natural

variability of these processes.

The formulation of model equations which allow the random

generation of system events (births, deaths, etc.) may be computationally

more efficient than seeking a closed form solution or using numerical
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methods. In addition, the occurrence of discrete birth-death events may

be described as a Poisson process which defines the arrival of random

discrete events.

The Poisson process is proposed here as a stochastic process

describing the occurrences of birth and death events. There are probably

numerous stochastic process formulations which may be satisfactory. The

Poisson process has been utilized to describe the arrival of randomly

occurring discrete events (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970). This and the

preceding discussion offers justification for this approach.

Birth and death rates can be computed using the relations defined

in the preceding sections. A computed rate term will then be used as the

parameter of a Poisson distribution. A random observation from this

probability distribution will then be generated and used as the number of

events (births, deaths, etc.) occurring in the time interval t to t+T.

Let r be a randomly generated number and let 0 < r < 1. If births is a

birth rate, then a random observation from a Poisson distribution is

defined as follows:

b - 1 (births) 1 	(b7,b 	.rths) k

k!

	

exp (- births) < r < E	 	
k!	 exp (- births)_ _

k=0	 k=0

[3.30]

where b is the random observation generated from the Poisson distribution

and represents the number of birth events during the model time interval.

The number of gain or loss events due to other system processes can be

generated in a similar manner using computed rate terms for those

processes. New population states are then defined from these randomly

generated events. Birth and death rates can then be recomputed as a
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function of the new population state, and nutrient, temperature and solar

radiation inputs. The generation of population gain and loss events for

the next time interval is accomplished using the newly computed rate

terms. Equation [3.30] does not allow for the occurrence of zero events

during the model time interval. It is felt that the probability of zero

event is sufficiently small that this eventually can be neglected without

great error.

Considering the occurrence of birth (or population gain) and

death (or population loss) events as separate stochastic processes is an

oversimplification since, in reality, these processes occur concurrently

within a given control volume and are interrelated. In addition, this

procedure allows for the possible occurrence of the death of and repro-

duction by a given organism at a given instant. This eventuality is

physically inconsistent. The magnitude of the problems created by this

inconsistency is uncertain.

Two alternate simulation procedures have been suggested. One

approach is to sum the birth and death rates and thus compute a popula-

tion change rate. A population change could then be generated by

assuming that the occurrence of population change events is described by

a Poisson process. Another alternative procedure initially considers the

generation of birth events as described in the preceding paragraphs.

Death events might then be simulated as random occurrences in the time

intervals between the discrete birth events. The nature of the stochas-

tic process describing the occurrence of these death events is uncertain.

As a first approximation, transitions of the state of the biotic

components of the system LAKE are computed by generating random
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observations from the indicated Poisson distributions. The required rate

terms may be estimated from the relationships defined earlier. It is

felt that this approach will create a realistic simulation of the major

features of a dynamic aquatic ecosystem by incorporating the known infor-

mation concerning these natural phenomena while recognizing the incom-

plete state of this knowledge and the inherent randomness of the natural

processes. The following chapter gives precise system theoretic defini-

tions of the components of the system LAKE incorporating defined deter-

ministic rate and stochastic transition relations into the system

theoretic framework.



CHAPTER 4

DEFINITION OF LAKE COMPONENT SYSTEMS

The following sections give detailed system theoretic definitions

of the components of the system LAKE. As noted earlier, the system

PHYTOPLANKTON is the resultant of the coupling of seven component systems

and ZOOPLANKTON results from the coupling of six component systems. Only

one component of each of these systems is defined in detailed here.

Specific information concerning the derivation and rationale for the

state transition functions of these and the other components of LAKE

(TEMP-LIGHT and NUTRIENTS) are given in previous chapters. The defini-

tions of the component systems given here are modified somewhat from the

definitions presented in Chapter 2 of this report. The systems TEMP-LIGHT

and NUTRIENTS are presented here in a form to deal with available data

for Lake Mead. The system definitions for the biotic components present

explicitly defined state transition relationships developed in Chapter 3

and incorporate these deterministic relationships into the stochastic

framework presented in section 3.4.

Random observations from a Poisson distribution with rate param-

eter X may be generated using the following method. Let r be a random

observation from a uniform [0,1] distribution. A function, POISSON(X),

is then defined as follows:

1. POISSON(X) is a function defined on REALS[0,1] with values in

INTEGERS
++

.
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2. If r (defined above) is an element of REALS[0,1], then

(POISSON(X))(r) - 1 	 (POISSON(X))(r)

k XkE exp [-X] —X	 < r <	 E exp [-X] Ti7k! — --k=0	 k=0

The expression (POISSON(X))(r) indicates an observation from a

Poisson distribution with parameter X generated using the random

number r.

4.1 TEMP-LIGHT

Consider a control volume centered i meters below the water

surface. Let temp i be the water temperature ( ° C) of the control volume

andletext.be the percent of solar radiation incident at the surface

which is transmitted to the i meter depth. If sun is the solar radiation

(langleys/day) incident at the water surface, then lang., the solar

radiation incident at depth i meters is defined as follows:

ext.
Zang.  = sun 1001	 [4.1]

The state of the system TEMP-LIGHT indicates water temperature ( ° C) and

incident solar radiation (langleys/day) in each control volume in a ver-

tical column of water. Daily temperature inputs, taken from field

measurements or estimated using energy balance relationships, redefine

the temperature state of each control volume. Inputs of surface incident

solar radiation and light extinction are used to compute the solar radia-

tion incident on each control volume according to Equation [4.1]. The

output from TEMP-LIGHT is the vertical profile of temperature and solar

radiation.
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The role of the system TEMP-LIGHT is to provide temperature and

light inputs to the phytoplankton and zooplankton components of LAKE.

The difficulties of generating these inputs precludes the explicit

modeling of these parameter systems for this project. Data was taken

from sources provided by the U. S. Geological Survey (1970 and 1971) and

the U. S. Weather Bureau (1970 and 1971).

Temperature profiles measured at Hoover Dam on Lake Mead consist

of measurements at depths of 0, 10, 25, 75 and 125 feet (or 0, 3.05, 7.62,

22.87 and 38.11 meters). Temperature inputs to TEMP-LIGHT, in this case,

will be vectors whose elements are temperatures at these depths.

TEMP-LIGHT will then compute temperatures between these recorded data by

linear interpolation and generate a temperature profile consisting of

temperatures at discrete one-meter intervals from the surface to 30

meters below the surface. Light extinction (percent transmittance) data

are available at discrete one-meter intervals (Everett, 1972) and, thus,

no interpolation is needed. To define TEMP-LIGHT, let

TEMPDATA = {tdata: tdata = available information vertical

temperature profile (to , t 10 , t25 , t75 , t125); where

t. is the temperature measured at depth i feet).

TEMP = {temp: temp = vertical temperature ( ° C) profile =

(temp o , temp i ,	 temp30) where tempi is the

temperature at depth i meters).

LIGHT = {Zang: Zang = vertical light profile (langleys/day) =

(Zang ° , Zang ]: 	lang30) where langi is the

light (langleys/day) incident at depth i meters]-.
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EXT = {extinction: extinction = vertical profile of percent

surface radiation remaining as a function of depth =

(ext0' extl' —,ext30)valereext.is the percent

transmittance at depth i meters}.

SOLAR = {sun: sun = solar radiation (langleys/day) incident

at the water surface).

The system TEMP-LIGHT is defined as follows:

STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) = TEMP X LIGHT

INPUTS(TEMP-LIGHT) = TEMPDATA X SOLAR X EXT

and if x = (temp, Zang) is a state of TEMP-LIGHT and p = (tdata, sun,

extinction) is an element of INPUTS(TEMP-LIGHT), then

PROJECTION(i)(PROJECTION(1)(motion(TEMP-LIGHT)(C p , 1)(x)))

= PROJECTION(j)(tdata) +

+	 PROJECTION(j+1)(tdata) - PROJECTION(j)(tdata)  [
meters	 ] • k

where if

= 1, 2, 3 or 4, then j = 1, k = i-1 and meters = (3.05 - 0) meters;

i = 5, 6, ..., 8, then j = 2, k = i-5 and meters = (7.62 - 3.05)

meters;

i = 9, 10, ..., 23, then j = 3, k = i-9 and meters = (22.87 - 7.62)

meters; and

i = 24, 25, ..., 31, then j = 4, k = i-24 and meters = (38.11 -

22.87) meters;

and

PROJECTION(i)(PROJECTION(2)(motion(TEMP-LIGHT)(C , 1)(x)))

= sun • (PROJECTION(i)(ea ,	 inction)/100).
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The output function, y, of TEMP-LIGHT is defined as follows: If

x is a state of TEMP-LIGHT, then

y(x) = x.

The output function is, thus, vertical profiles of water temperature and

solar radiation.

4.2 NUTRIENTS 

Consider a control volume at a depth of i meters. Let nitrate.,

phosphate.andcarbon.be the concentrations (mg/1) of nitrate ions,

phosphate ions and carbon, respectively, at depth i meters. The state of

the system NUTRIENTS is the vertical profile of these nutrient species.

Inputs to the system are vertical profiles of nutrient concentrations

which are taken from field measurements or estimated from mass balance

and hydrodynamic considerations. These inputs redefine the state of the

system. The output from NUTRIENTS is the vertical distribution of these

nutrient species.

Nutrient concentration data for Lake Mead were collected at

depths of 5 and 30 meters (Everett, 1972). These data were used to

define input vectors to NUTRIENTS consisting of three elements. Th

first element defines the depth of the thermocline and the remaining two

elements are the collected nutrient concentration data. The system

NUTRIENTS translates these input data into vectors defining the vertical

profile of nutrient species concentrations. To define the system

NUTRIENTS let

NO3DATA = {ndata: ndata = ( therm°, ns , n30) where thermo is the

depth of the thermocline and ni is the measured nitrate

concentration at i meters}.
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PO4DATA = {pdata: pdata = (thermo, p 5 , p50); where pi is the

measured phosphate concentration at i meters}.

C12DATA={cdata:cdata.(thernio,c5, c30);wherec.is the

measured carbon concentration at i meters}.

NO3 = {nit: nit = vertical nitrate concentration profile =

(nitrate
0' nitrate1' • . 	 nitratem); wherenitrate. i s

the nitrate concentration (mg/1) at depth i meters).

PO4 = {orthop: orthop = vertical phosphate concentration

profile = (phosphate o , phosphate l ,	 phosphate30);

where phosphate i is the phosphate concentration (mg/i)

at depth i meters}.

C12 = {carb: carb = vertical carbon concentration profile =

(carb°710' carb°71 ' carb°7130);wherecarb°71,is

the carbon concentration (mg/1) at depth i meters).

The system NUTRIENTS is defined as follows:

STATES(NUTRIENTS) = NO3 X PO4 X C12

INPUTS(NUTRIENTS) = NO3DATA X PO4DATA X C12DATA

and if x = (nit, orthop, carb) is a state of NUTRIENTS and p = (ndata,

pdata, cdata) is an element of INPUTS (NUTRIENTS), then

PROJECTION(i)(PROJECTION(j)(motion(NUTRIENTS)(C r , 1)(x)))

= PROJECTION(2)(PROJECTION(j)(p))

if i-1 < PROJECTION(1)(PROJECTION(j)(p))

= PROJECTION(3)(PROJECTION(j)(p))

otherwise

where j = 1, 2 or 3 and i = 1, 2, ..., or 31.
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The output function,	 of NUTRIENTS provides vertical nutrient

concentration profiles to the system PHYTOPLANTON. This output function

is defined as follows: if x is a state of NUTRIENTS, then

S(x) = x-

4.3 PHYTOPLANKTON 

The system PHYTOPLANKTON is formulated to model the response of

the seven algal groups to their chemical, physical and biotic environ-

ment. Each algal division is modeled separately to approximate their

contribution to the overall primary productivity, biomass and algal

population. The following describes the component system CHLOROPHYTA.

The six other component systems of PHYTOPLANKTON have the same basic form

with varying sets of model parameters.

4.3.1 CHLOROPHYTA

The state of the system CHLOROPHYTA indicates the green algae

population concentration (organisms per liter) and the contribution of

the green algae to the total primary productivity rate (mg-C/m3/day) in

each control volume. Inputs to each control volume include water

temperature ( °C), solar radiation (langleys/day), nutrient concentration

(ng/1) and zooplankton populations.

Let popi be the Chlorophyta (green algae) population concentra-

tion in the control volume at depth i meters and let phyto i be the total

algae concentration (organisms per liter) in the same control volume.

The primary productivity rate of the green algae is computed from

temperature (temp i), solar radiation (lang), nutrients (nitrate,
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phosphatevcarbory,andphytoplanktoripopulation(phyto.)using the

relationship defined in Chapter 3.

Changes in the green algae population within a control volume

result from population gain processes (primary productivity and settling

from shallower levels) and population loss processes (respiration,

grazing and settling out of the control volume). This may be expressed

as follows:

dt	
= birth. + gain. - resp. - graze. - sink.

wherebirthv gain.,resp„graze.andsi nk. are rates of birth (due to

primary productivity), gain due to algae settling into the control

volume, respiration loss, grazing loss and loss due to algae settling out

of the control volume at depth i meters, respectively. These gain and

loss processes have been described as stochastic processes. The system

CHLOROPHYTA is defined in system theoretic terms by the following: To

define the system CHLOROPHYTA, let

CHLOROPOP = {pop: pop = vertical population profile of

Chlorophyta (organisms per liter) = (pop o ,

pop i, pop30) where popi is the popula-

tion (organisms per liter) at depth i meters}.

CHLOROPPR = {ppr: ppr = vertical profile of primary pro-

ductivity rates of Chlorophyta (mg-C/m3 /day) =

(ppr o , ppr i ,	 ppr30) where ppri is the

primary productivity rate at depth i meters}.

dpopi
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PHYTOPOPULATION = {phytopop: phytopop = (phyto o , phyto l ,

phyto
30

); where phyto. is the algal concentra-i
tion (organisms per liter) at depth i meters

ZOOPOPULATION = {zoopop: zoopop = (z000 , zoo l ,	 zoom);

wherez00.is the zooplankton concentration1

(organisms per liter) at depth i meters}.

DAY = {day: day is the number of the day of the

year and day is an element of the integers

between 1 and 365 inclusive}.

RANDOM = {ranum: ranum = (r 1 , r2 , r3,
	r10); where

r. is a random observation from a uniform1

[0, 1] distribution}.

mass mass (milligrams per organism) of Chlorophyta

cells.

birth. = birth rate (or growth rate) in the control1

volume at depth i meters (organisms per liter

per day).

respi = losses from control volume at depth i meters

due to nocturnal respiration by phytoplankton

(organisms per liter per day).

razeijk. = loss rate in the control volume at depth ig 

meters of phytoplankton group k due to grazing

by zooplankton group j (organisms per liter per

day).
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sink. = loss rate from the control volume at depth i1

meters due to algae settling out of the control

volume (organisms per liter per day).

gain. = gain rate by the control volume at depth i

meters due to algae settling into the control

volume from shallower levels (organisms per

liter per day).

The system CHLOROPHYTA is defined as follows:

STATES(CHLOROPHYTA) = CHLOROPPR X CHLOROPOP

INPUTS(CHLOROPHYTA) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X  STATES (NUTRIENTS)

X ZOOPLANKTON X PHYTOPOPULATION

X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON) X RANDOM X DAY

and if x = (ppr, pop) is a state of CHLOROPHYTA and p = ((temp, Zang),

(nit, orthop, carb), zoopop, phytopop, zoos tate, ranum, day) is an

element of INPUTS(CHLOROPHYTA) where zoostate = (naupop, daphpop, bospop,

calpop, cycpop, rotpop) is a vector whose elements define the vertical

distribution of concentrations of nauplii, Daphnia, Bosmina, Calanoid 

copepod, Cyclopoid copepod and rotifer populations, respectively, then

motion(CHLOROPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(i)(ppr), PROJECTION(i)(pop))

= (PROJECTION(i)(newppr), PROJECTION(i) (pop) + Apop)

where newppr is an element of CHLOROPPR computed using the appropriate

term of Equation [3.7] and



• [	 KL
PROJECTION(i)(lang) 

PROJECTION(i)(newppr) = pmaxKTPROJECTION(i)(temp)

• E PROJECTION(i)(phytopop) 1

•
• PROJECTION(i)(nit) 	 ,

•K
N 

+ PROJECTION(i)(mt)

• ( K + PROJECTION(i)(ortrop)

• PROJECTION(i)(carb) 
• I- K + PROJECTION(i)(carb)
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PROJECTION(i)(pop)

PROJECTION(i)(orthop)

• [ exp [ 1	
PROJECTION(i)(2ang)

 IKL

where p
max

, KT

section 3.1.1

,	K, KC
 and K

L 
are constant coefficients as defined in

p

and where

Apop POISSON(birth i)(r7) + POISSON(gain i)(r8)

POISSON(resp i (r9) - POISSON(sink.)(r )i	 10 -

6
- E
j1

 POISSON(	
1

graze..,)(r.)
J1(	 J

=

= POISSON(PROJECTION(i)(newppr)/(mass))(r7 )

+ POISSON(D	 (PROJECTION(i)(pop) - 2(PROJECTION(i-1)(pop))zi-1

1
+ PROJECTION(i-2)(pop)) - 	 Uk (PROJECTION(i)(pop)

- PROJECTION(i- 2)(pop)))(r 8)

- POISSON(Kk • PROJECTION(i)(temp) • (PROJECTION(i)(pop)

- (12.875 + (2.378 • cos((2q365)(356 - day))))(r 9)

- POISSON (Dzi
(PROJECTION(i+1)(pop) - 2(PROJECTION(i)(pop))
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+ PROJECTION(i- l) (pop)) -	 Uk (PROJECTION(i+1)(pop)

- PROJECTION(i- 1) (pop)))(	 1
r10'

6
(PROJECTION(i)(pop)) 2

- E POISSON( 
Kkj PROJECTION(i)(phytopop)j=1

• (PROJECTION(i)(PROJECTION(j)(zoostate))) 2
)(r

j
)PROJECTION(i)(zoopop)

where D
z. 

is the dispersion coefficient at depth i (see section 3.1.3),

Uk is the settling velocity of Chlorophyta cells (see section 3.1.3), Kk

is a respiration coefficient (per day • ° C), Kki is the grazing coeffi-

cient of zooplankton group j on the Chlorophyta (algal group k) (see

section 3.1.2) and rm (m = 1, 2, ..., 10) is PROJECTION(m)(ranum).

4.3.2 Coupling Recipe for the System
PHYTOPLANKTON

The system PHYTOPLANKTON expresses the summation of the states of

the individual algal division systems. The primary productivity rate

(mg-C/m3/day) for a given control volume is the sum of the primary pro-

ductivity rates of the individual algal divisions. The total algal popu-

lation is the sum of the division populations. The following is a system

theoretic definition of the system PHYTOPLANKTON.

The coupling recipe resulting in the system PHYTOPLANKTON is

defined with reference to Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1, dashed arrows indi-

cate that each component system receives the associated input and the 8's

indicate output functions for each component and the resultant system.

For example, the output function for the system CHLOROPHYTA is defined as

follows: if x
1 
is a state of CHLOROPHYTA, then
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(temp, Lang)

(nit, orthop, carb)

zoopop 	

phytopop

ranurn

state of
ZOOPLANKTON

day

PHYTOPLANKTON

e
iCHLOROPHYTA •

EUGLENOPHYTA •

- - BACILLARIOPHYTA

• CHRYSOPHYTA

•
PYRROPHYTA

---p

CRYPTOPHYTA •

CYANOPHYTA •

0 tot

Figure 4.1 Block Diagram of the System PHYTOPLANKTON.
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The output function,°tot' for the system PHYTOPLANKTON is defined by the

following: if y is a state of the system PHYTOPLANKTON, then

7
0 tot (Y) = [ E 0 .(x.), Y ]i=1

7
= [ E 0 i (xi), ( 0 1 (x 1 ),	 07(x7)) ]

i=1

The coupling recipe consists of three entities. ALGAE is a set

whose elements are the component systems of the system PHYTOPLANKTON.

The functions inputs and outputs define the direct communication between

these component systems. For example, inputs(Z. , Z.) are the inputs that13

systemZ.receivedfromsystemZ.and outputs(Z '. Z.) is the output func-i	 3	 i

tionofsystemZ.which provides inputs to system Z. In this case,
3

there is no direct communication among the component systems of

PHYTOPLANKTON which gives the following definition. Let KPHYTO be a

coupling recipe (see section 5 of Appendix A) defined as follows:

KPHYTO = [ALGAE, inputs, outputs]

where

ALGAE = {Z i : Z i is CHLOROPHYTA, EUGLENOPHYTA,

BAC ILLARIOPHYTA, CHRYSOPHYTA, PYRROPHYTA,

CRYPTOPHYTA or CYANOPHYTAl;

inputs (Z., Z i ) = none for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs of

systems which are elements of ALGAE);

outputs(Z., Z.) = 0 for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs of systems3

which are elements of ALGAE).
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where the symbol none indicates that system Z. receives no input from

system Z. andOindicatesthattheoutputfunctionofz.does not provide

inputtoZ_KPHYTO is, thus, a conjunctive couple. The system

PHYTOPLANKTON is defined as follows:

STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON) = STATES(CHLOROPHYTA) X STATES(EUGLENOPHYTA)

X STATES(BACILLARIOPHYTA) X STATES(CHRYSOPHYTA)

X STATES(PYRROPHYTA) X STATES(CRYPTOPHYTA)

X STATES(CYANOPHYTA);

INPUTS(PHYTOPLANKTON) = STATES(NUTRIENTS) X  STATES (TEMP-LIGHT)

X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON) X ZOOPOPULATION X PHYTOPOPULATION

X RANDOM X DAY

and if x is a state of PHYTOPLANKTON and p is an element of

INPUTS(PHYTOPLANKTON), then

motion(PHYTOPLANKTON)(C , 1)(x)

= (motion(CHLOROPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(1)(x)),

motion(EUGLENOPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(2)(x)),

motion(BACILLARIOPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(3)(x)),

motion(CHRYSOPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(4)(x)),

motion(PYRROPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(5)(x)),

motion(CRYPTOPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(6)(x)),

motion(CYANOPHYTA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(7)(x)))

where these component system state transition functions are of the form

defined earlier for the component system CHLOROPHYTA.
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4.4 ZOOPLANKTON 

The system ZOOPLANKTON is formulated to model the dynamics of six

population groups of zooplankton. The following section gives a detailed

definition of the component system NAUPLII. The system ZOOPLANKTON is

the resultant of the coupling of NAUPLII with the five other zooplankton

component systems.

4.4.1 NAUPLII

The state of the system NAUPLII indicates the nauplii population

concentration (organisms/liter) in the vertical water column. Inputs to

each control volume include temperature, phytoplankton populations (divi-

sion and total) and total zooplankton population in the control volume.

These environmental parameters are used to estimate changes in the nauplii

population. Population changes are the result of gains due to grazing by

nauplii on algae and losses due to respiration, grazing by fish on nauplii

and natural mortality. Grazing by zooplankton on zooplankton will be

neglected for this discussion. If naupi is the nauplii population

concentration in a control volume at a depth of i meters, then

dt	
= zgraze. - zresp. - zfish.

where zgraze.
'
 zresp. and zfish. are rates of gain due to nauplii grazing

1

on algae, loss due to nauplii respiration and loss due to grazing by fish

and to natural mortality within the control volume, respectively. The

following is a system theoretic definition of the system NAUPLII. To

define the system NAUPLII, let

dnaupi
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NAUPOP = {naupop: naupop vertical population profile of

nauplii = (rtaup o , naup i ,	 naup39; where naupi is

the population of nauplii (organisms/liter) at depth i

meters).

zgrazeijk . growth rate in the control volume at depth i meters due

to grazing by zooplankton group j (j=1 for nauplii) on

phytoplankton group k (organisms/day) = graze ijk*cony,

where grazeijk is defined in section 3.1.2 and cony is a

conversion factor (zooplankton organisms per phytoplank-

ton organism).

zresp i = loss rate of nauplii in control volume at depth i meters

due to respiration (organisms/day).

zfish.= loss rate of nauplii in the control volume at depth i

due to grazing by fish and natural mortality (organisms

per day).

The system NAUPLII is defined as follows:

STATES(NAUPLII) = NAUPOP

INPUTS(NAUPLII) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON)

X ZOOPOPULAT ION X PHYTOPLANKTON X RANDOM

and if x = naupop is a state of NAUPLII and p = ((temp, Lang), phyto,

zoopop, phytopop, ranum), where phyto is an element of

STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON), is an element of INPUTS(NAUPLII), then

motion(NAUPLIMC , 1)(PROJECTION(i)(x))

= PROJECTION(i)(x) + Apop

where
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Apop = - POISSON(zresp i)(r8) - POISSON(zfishi )(r9 )

7
+ E POISSON(zgraze..

k )(r )ij	 kk=1

= - POISSON(M ii • PROJECTION(i)(temp)

• PROJECTION(i)(naupop))(r 8 )

- POISSON(KI 2i • PROJECTION(i)(naupop))(r 9 )

7
+ E POISSON [cony • Kki

k=1

(PROJECTION(2)(PROJECTION(i)(PROJECTION(k)(phyto)))) 2 
• PROJECTION(i)(phytopop)

• (PROJECTION(i)(naupop)) 2 1(r )
PROJECTION(i)(zoopop)	 '` k )

where K' li is the respiration loss coefficient (per °C • day) for nauplii

(j=1); K' 2i is the loss coefficient (per day) expressing losses due to

natural mortality, chemical toxicity, etc.; cony is the conversion

coefficient expressing the efficiency of converting algal cells consumed

tonewnaupliicells;K„is the grazing coefficient for nauplii grazingKj

on algae; and rm Om = 1, 2, ..., 9) is PROJECTION(m)(ranum).

4.4.2 Coupling Recipe for the System
ZOOPLANKTON

The system ZOOPLANKTON expresses the summation of the processes

affecting the individual zooplankton groups. The populations of the

individual groups are summed to give the total zooplankton population.

This function of the system ZOOPLANKTON is expressed by the following

system theoretic definition.
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The coupling recipe resulting in the system ZOOPLANKTON is

defined with reference to Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2, dashed arrows indi-

cate that each component system receives the associated input and the

w's indicate output functions for each component system and for the

resultant system. For example, the output function for the system

NAUPLII is defined as follows: if x is a state of NAUPLII, then

wi(xl) = xl

The output function, for the system ZOOPLANKTON is defined as
w tot'

follows: if y is a state of the system ZOOPLANKTON, then

6
wtot 

= [ E w.(x.), y ]
i=1

6

= [ E w i (xi ) ' (w 1 (x 1 ) ' w 2 (x2 ) '	 w6(x6)) ]
i=1

The conjunctive couple indicated by Figure 4.2 may be defined as follows.

Let

KZ00 = (ZOO, inputs, outputs)

be a coupling recipe where

ZOO = {Z.: Z. is NAUPLII, DAPHNIA, BOSMINA, CALANOID,

CYCLOPOID, or ROTIFER);

inputs(Z., Z.) = none for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs ofj

systems which are elements of ZOO); and

outputs(Z i , Zi) = 0 for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs of

systems which are elements of ZOO).

The system ZOOPLANKTON is then defined as follows:
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ZOOPLANKTON

NAUPLII

DAPHNIA

(temp, Lang)

BOSMINA
states of

PHYTOPLANKTON

zoo pop 	

phytopop 	

ranum

— — -is,

cotot

CALANOID

CYCLOPOID

— — -if ROTIFER

Figure 4.2 Block Diagram of the System ZOOPLANKTON.
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STATES(ZOOPLANKTON) = STATES(NAUPLII) X STATES(DAPHNIA)

X STATES(BOSMINA) X STATES(CALANOID) X STATES(CYCLOPOID)

X STATES(ROTIFER)

INPUTS(ZOOPLANKTON) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON)

X ZOOPOPULATION X PHYTOPOPULATION X RANDOM

and if x is a state of ZOOPLANKTON and p is an element of

INPUTS(ZOOPLANKTON), then

motion(ZOOPLANKTON)(C , 1)(x)

= (motion(NAUPLII)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(1)(x)),

motion(DAPHNIA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(2)(x)),

motion(BOSMINA)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(3)(x)),

motion(CALANOID)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(4)(x)),

motion(CYCLOPOID)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(5)(x)),

motion(ROTIFER)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(6)(x)))

where these component system state transition functions are of the form

defined in the preceding section for the system NAUPLII.

4.5 FISH 

The system FISH is formulated to model the dynamics of two popu-

lation groups of fish: game fish and non-game fish. The following sec-

tion gives a detailed definition of the component system GAMEFISH. The

system FISH is the resultant of the coupling of GAMEFISH with the system

NONGAMEFISH.
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4.5.1 GAMEFISH

The state of the system GAMEFISH indicates the size of the game

fish population. Environmental inputs include water temperature and

total zooplankton population. As indicated previously (section 3.3), the

potential toxic effects of chemical environmental factors are assumed to

be lumped into a general mortality term. Population gains result from

births or growth, fish stocking efforts and immigration. Population

losses result from deaths due to natural mortality, chemical toxicity,

etc., emigration and catch by fishermen. The following is a system

theoretic definition of the system GAMEFISH. To define the system

GAMEFISH, let

GAMEPOPULATION = {game: game is the population of game fish};

DAY = {day: day is the number of the day of the year

and day is an element of the integers between 1

and 365 inclusive};

birthsgame = birth or growth rate of game fish;

plantgame = rate at which game fish are stocked;

arrivegame = immigration rate of game fish;

deathgame = death rate due to natural mortality, chemical

toxicity, etc.;

catchgame = rate at which game fish are caught by fishermen;

Leavegame = emigration rate of game fish;

food = the average concentration of zooplankton avail-

able in a column of water; and

avetemp = the average temperature in the column of water.



The system GAMEFISH is defined as follows:

STATES(GAMEFISH) = GAMEPOPULATION

INPUTS(GAMEFISH) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X ZOOPOPULATION X RANDOM

X DAY

and if x = game is a state of GAMEFISH and p = ((temp, Zang), zoopop,

ranum, day) is an element of INPUTS(GAMEFISH) and r
m =

PROJECTION(m)(ranum), then

motion(GAMEFISH)(C , 1)(x)

= x + Apop

= game + POISSON(birthgame)(r 1 )

+ POISSON(plantgame)(r2 )

+ POISSON(arrivegam)(r 3 )

- POISSON(deathgame)(r4)

- POISSON(catchgame)(r 5)

- POISSON(Zeavegame)(r6)

game + POISSON(al

exp (-(day

+ POISSON(a4

+ POISSON(a6

ave temp game

- a3) 2)(ri )

exp ( -(day -

•exp (-(day -

food 
a2 + food

as ) 2)(r2 )

a7) 2 ) (r3)

+ POISSON(alo avetemp game)(r4)

- POISSON(a8 game exp (-(day	 a9) 2 ) (r5)

- POISSON(all game exp (-(day - a
12

) 2) (re )
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wherethea.(i = 1, 2, ..., 12) are constant coefficients as defined in

section 3.3 of this report.
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The system NONGAMEFISH has the same form as GAMEFISH with a

different set of model coefficients (a.).

4.5.2 Coupling Recipe for the System FISH

The system FISH expresses the summation of the processes affecting

the individual fish population groups. The system FISH is expressed by

the following system theoretic definition. The coupling recipe is

defined with reference to Figure 4.3.

In Figure 4.3, the dashed arrows indicate that each component

system receives the associated input. The n's indicate output functions

for each component system and for the resultant system. For example, the

output function for the component systems are defined as follows. If x l

is the state of GAMEFISH and x
2 
is the state of NONGAMEFISH, then

n
1

(x
1
) = x

1

and

n
2
(x

2
) = x

2

The output function for the system FISH is then defined as follows. If

(x
1
, x

2
) is the state of FISH, then

n
t0t

((x
1
, x

2
)) = (x

1
, x

2
)

The conjunctive couple indicated by Figure 4.3 is defined as

follows. Let

KFISH = (PISCES, inputs, outputs)

be a coupling recipe where

PISCES = {Z.: Z. is GAMEFISH or NONGAMEFISH};
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FISH

(temp, Zang)

zoo pop 	

ranum 	

day  

GAME FISH                      

NONGAME FISH                 

11 tot

Figure 4.3 Block Diagram of the System FISH.
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inputs(Z., Z.) = none for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs of3.	 3

systems which are elements of PISCES); and

outputs(Z., Z.) = 0 for all i and j (i.e., for all pairs of sys-

tems which are elements of PISCES).

The system FISH is then defined as follows:

STATES(FISH) = STATES(GAMEFISH) X STATES(NONGAMEFISH)

INPUTS(FISH) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X ZOOPOPULATION X RANDOM X DAY

and if x	 (game, nongame) is a state of FISH and p = ((temp, tang),

zoopop, ranum, day) is an element of INPUTS(FISH), then

motion(FISH)(C , 1)(x)

(motion(GAMEFISH)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(1)(x)),

motion(NONGAMEFISH)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(2)(x)))

where these component system state transitions are of the form defined in

the preceding section for the system GAMEFISH.

4.6 LAKE 

The system LAKE is a mathematical expression of the interaction

of physical, chemical and biotic components of an aquatic ecosystem.

Descriptive and mathematical definitions of these ecosystem components

have been presented in the preceding sections. The following definition

describes the communication among these system components.

As indicated by the block diagram in Figure 4.4, LAKE is the

resultant of coupling of five systems: TEMP-LIGHT, NUTRIENTS,

ZOOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON and FISH. The coupling recipe resulting in

the system LAKE is defined with reference to Figure 4.4.
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TEMPwater temperature data 	

incident solar radiation

light extinction data 	

SOLAR

EXT
TEMP-LIGHT
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day of the year
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DAY

PO4DATA

random (0,1)

STATES (NUTRIENTS)

PHYTOPLANKTON
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STATES (TEMP- LIGHT)
0

STATES(ZOOPLANKTON)

ZOOPOPULATION

PHYTOPOPULATION

RANDOM
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STATESSTATES(TEMP-LIGHT) 0

ZOOPLANKTON

STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON)
w
totPHYTOPOPULATION

ZOOPOPULATION 6
RANDOM

STATES (TEMP-LIGHT)

ZOOPOPULATION

FISH
ntotRANDOM

DAY

Figure 4.4 Block Diagram of the System LAKE Illustrating the Coupling of
the Component Systems.
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The coupling recipe KLAKE defines the communication pathways

among the components of the system LAKE. The coupling recipe has three

parts: SYSTEMS, inputs and outputs. SYSTEMS is a set whose elements are

the component systems of LAKE. The functions inputs and outputs define

the communication links between the component systems. For example,

inputs(PHYTOPLANKTON, TEMP-LIGHT) is the input port of the system

PHYTOPLANKTON which receives temperature and solar radiation inputs from

the system TEMP-LIGHT and outputs(TEMP-LIGHT, PHYTOPLANKTON) is y, the

output function of the system TEMP-LIGHT which supplies the system

PHYTOPLANKTON with temperature and solar radiation inputs. Information

transfer between all component system pairs is defined in a similar

manner by the coupling recipe. Let.

KLAKE = (SYSTEMS, inputs, outputs)

be a coupling recipe where

SYSTEMS = (TEMP-LIGHT, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON,

ZOOPLANKTON, FISH);

inputs(Z i , Z2) = none

if Z 1 = TEMP-LIGHT

or if Z 1 = NUTRIENTS

or if Z 1 = ZOOPLANKTON or FISH

and Z
2 

= NUTRIENTS:

or if Z 1
 = FISH

and Z2 = PHYTOPLANKTON;

= STATES(ZOOPLANKTON) X ZOOPOPULATION

if Z
1
 = PHYTOPLANKTON
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and Z 2 = ZOOPLANKTON;

= STATES (TEMP- LI GHT)

if Z
1 = PHYTOPLANKTON

and Z
2 = TEMP-LIGHT

or if Z l = ZOOPLANKTON

and Z2 = TEMP-LIGHT

or if Z l = FISH

and Z2 = TEMP-LIGHT;

= STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON) X PHYTOPOPULATION

if Z
1 = ZOOPLANKTON

and Z2 = PHYTOPLANKTON;

= PHYTOPOPULATION

if both Z1 and Z
2 are PHYTOPLANKTON;

= ZOOPOPULATION

if both Z 1 and Z
2 are ZOOPLANKTON

or if Z
1 = FISH

and Z 2 = ZOOPLANKTON; and

outputs(Z i , Z2) = y

if Z 1 = TEMP-LIGHT and Z
2 

is either

PHYTOPLANKTON or ZOOPLANKTON

or FISH;

=

if Z1 = NUTRIENTS and

if Z
2 
= PHYTOPLANKTON
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tot

if Z
1 = PHYTOPLANKTON and Z2 is

either PHYTOPLANKTON or ZOOPLANKTON;

=
tot

if Z
1 = ZOOPLANKTON and Z2 is either

PHYTOPLANKTON or ZOOPLANKTON or FISH;

and

= 0

otherwise.

The system LAKE is defined as follows:

STATES(LAKE) = STATES(TEMP-LIGHT) X STATES(NUTRIENTS)

X STATES(PHYTOPLANKTON) X STATES(ZOOPLANKTON)

X STATES (FISH)

INPUTS(LAKE) = TEMPDATA X SOLAR X EXT X NO3DATA X PO4DATA

X C12DATA X RANDOM X DAY

The definition of the state transition function for the system LAKE

follows from the definition of a coupling function, k. This function

indicates the manner in which inputs are provided to the various input

ports of the component systems of LAKE resulting in state transitions of

the component systems.

Let Q be an input port of one of the four component systems of

LAKE, p be an element of INPUTS(LAKE), and x be a state of LAKE, then the

coupling function k(C , x)(1) is defined as follows:

PROJECTION(Q)(k(C , x)) = PROJECTION(1)(p)

if Q = TEMPDATA;
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= PROJECTION (2) (p)

if Q = SOLAR;

= PROJECTION (3) (p)

if Q = EXT;

= PROJECTION (4) (p)

if Q = NO3DATA;

= PROJECTION (5) (p)

if Q = PO4DATA;

= PROJECTION (6) (p)

if Q = C12DATA;

= PROJECTION (7) (p)

if Q = RANDOM;

= PROJECTION (8) (p)

if Q = DAY;

= y (PROJECTION (1) (x) )

if Q is STATES (TEMP-LIGHT) ;

= 6 (PROJECTION (2) (x) )

if Q is STATES (NUTRIENTS) ;

= PROJECTION (1) (PROJECTION (1)

(0 tot (PROJECTION (3) (x) )) )

if Q is PHYTOPOPULATION;

= PROJECTION (2) Not (PROJECTION (3) (x)) )

if Q is STATES (PHYTOPLANKTON) ;
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= PROJECTION(l) (w tot (PROJECTION(4)(x)))

if Q is ZOOPOPULATION;

= PROJECTION(2 )(w tot (PROJECTION(4)(x)))

if Q is STATES(ZOOPLANKTON).

The state transition function of LAKE is then defined as follows:

motion(LAKE)(C , 1)(PROJECTION(j)(x))

= motion(Z.)(PROJECTION(INPUTPORTS(Z.)(k(C 	 x)), 1)
P

(PROJECTION(j)(x)))

where Z . is TEMP-LIGHT, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON, ZOOPLANKTON or FISH if3

j is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, respectively. A more detailed definition of the

state transition function of the system LAKE is given in Appendix B. The

state transitions for the various components are outlined in Table 5.13

(pp. 146-148).



CHAPTER 5

CALIBRATION, VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In the preceding chapters, the mathematical formulation of the

system LAKE has been outlined. The remaining sections deal with the

efforts made to calibrate a computer implementation of the system LAKE.

For this initial effort, an essentially trial-and-error approach was

taken to define parameters such as the coefficients required for the

primary productivity model, grazing rates, respiration loss coefficients

and sinking velocities. The calibration effort is divided into two

segments. The first is concerned with the parameterization of the

primary productivity model. The second segment involves the modeling of

spatial and temporal variations in biotic populations.

The separate consideration of the primary productivity model is

justified by the importance of this process (photosynthesis) in the

aquatic ecosystem. Primary productivity is the ultimate source of

material and energy for all trophic levels of the aquatic food web. An

adequate description of this primary process is required in order to

model the population dynamics of higher trophic levels.

Segmentation of the overall model calibration is allowed by the

nature of the available data. Temperature, incident solar radiation,

nutrient concentration and algal division populations are the inputs to

the primary productivity model which will predict vertical profiles of

primary productivity rate (milligrams carbon per cubic meter per day).

107
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These model inputs as well as primary productivity rates were measured in

the field. The other processes (respiration, grazing and sinking)

related to population dynamics were not measured directly. The effect of

these processes on the size and diversity of biotic populations can only

be inferred from the observed changes in population size and diversity

and information taken from the literature.

5.1 Model of Primary Productivity 

As indicated in Chapter 3, the model of primary productivity was

calibrated using multiple linear regression analysis. The following

model form was utilized initially

7
u = k=1E maxk Yk

where p is the net primary productivity rate in milligrams carbon per

cubic meter per day, u' .maxk is 
the maximum or optimal primary productivity

rate for the kth algal group and Yk is the product of several factors

expressing the effect of nutrient concentration, temperature, light

intensity and algal diversity on primary productivity.

5.1.1 Evaluation Criteria

Three criteria were used to evaluate the results of this

regression analysis. It was desired to achieve an R-squared value (used

to indicate the amount of variation in p, in this case, explained by 
the

computed model) greater than 0.70. This level was somewhat arbitrarily

chosen as being reasonable for a first approximation.

Secondly, the model estimates of Pmaxk (k = 1, ..., 7) 
should be

positive since these coefficients represent the primary productivity
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contribution of each algal group. The third part of the evaluation

process is the success of the model at predicting the primary produc-

tivity rates utilizing an independent (i.e., not utilized in the regres-

sion analysis) data set. This last test is considered to be the most

important.

5.1.2 Parameter Adjustment

Trial productivity models were formulated by defining an input

coefficient set (KTk , KNk , Kpk and as previously defined) for each

algal group (k = 1, ..., 7) and proceeding with the regression analysis

to define a set of p
m axk 

(k = 1, ..., 7). The resulting model was then

evaluated using the defined criteria.

The initial model utilized a set of input coefficients adapted

from the literature. The credibility of the model was, thus, enhanced by

this additional experimental evidence (summarized by DiToro et al., 1971;

Chen and Orlob, 1972) as only relatively minor modifications of these

"literature coefficients" were made during the calibration process.

These coefficients are given in Table 5.1.

When a given trial productivity model derived from regression

analysis was concluded to be inadequate with respect to the evaluation

criteria, the input coefficient set was modified. The nature of the

required modification was dependent upon the manner in which the modeled

primary productivity (PPr) profiles differed from the observed PPr

profiles used for calibration. Figure 5.1, taken from Everett (1972),

indicates that the general level of primary productivity in Lake Mead may

be associated mostly with temperature (i.e., the warmest water

temperatures -- in September -- are concurrent with the highest PPr
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Table 5.1 Initial Input Coefficients Adapted from the Literature (DiToro
et al.,	 1971; Chen and Orlob,	 1972).

Algal Group K
L

Chlorophyta 0.150 3.0 0.02 3500

Euglenophyta 0.110 4.0 0.03 3300

Bacillariophyta 0.110 3.0 0.02 3600

Chrysophyta 0.125 5.0 0.03 3000

Pyrrophyta 0.100 4.0 0.03 2400

Cryptophyta 0.135 3.0 0.02 2800

Cyanophyta 0.175 2.0 0.01 3900
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rates). Fluctuations about this temperature controlled level are

probably due to variations in nutrient concentrations. Variations in PPr

with depth are primarily a function of variations in light intensity.

These three premises formed the basis of the approach taken in this study

to define an adequate set of input coefficients for the primary produc-

tivity model.

Input coefficient adjustments were made on the following assump-

tions. If the shape of the vertical PPr profile was incorrect, then the

input coefficient for light (KI,k) for one or more algal groups required

modification. If the shape of the model PPr profile was acceptable,

variations fTom the observed profiles was concluded to be due to

incorrect values of K
Tk' K

Nk and/or K
Pk for one or more algal groups

If all model profiles for a given time of the year were found to be

unacceptable, this indicated that the temperature coefficients required

modification. If only some of the model profiles for a given season

(and, thus, temperature range) were inadequate with respect to the

general level of productivity, this indicated that the nutrient coeffi-

cients required adjustment.

Adjustments of the coefficients for a given algal group were

based on an examination of the relative population sizes of the algal

groups observed in addition to the above analysis. For example, if the

initial analysis indicated that nutrient coefficients were to be adjusted

and blue-green algae (Cyanophyta) were the dominant algal group for the

inadequate profile sample, then the nutrient coefficients for this group

were modified. Examination of observed nitrate and phosphate
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concentration proved valuable in indicating which nutrient coefficient

(KN or Kp) needed to be changed.

One modification was made in the basic model form during the cali-

bration process. Without utilizing model coefficients which were several

orders of magnitude greater than those used for the other algal groups, a

positive coefficient for p max for the algal group Euglenophyta could not

be obtained using the multiple linear regression method. Adjusting the

model coefficients for the other algal groups so as to obtain positive

'max 
values presented no great difficulties. This inconsistency with

respect to the Euglenophyta may be due to the fact that organisms in this

division are capable of feeding directly upon organic detrital material.

Such organisms would, thus, not be completely dependent upon photosyn-

thesis for materials needed for reproduction and growth and the form of

the proposed productivity model would not be valid for the Euglenophyta.

For these reasons, this algal group was eliminated from consideration in

this study. Since the Euglenophyta never comprised more than 3 percent

of the observed algal populations (Staker, 1973), this was not a great

modification.

It was noted at one point in this analysis that significant

primary productivity rates were measured for profiles where the measured

phosphate concentration was zero. There are two possible explanations

for this. First of all, there is the possibility of errors in the deter-

mination of phosphate concentrations. Another plausible explanation is

the storage of excess phosphorous by some algae which would allow these

organisms to function with little or no phosphorous available in the

surrounding water. Since the response (with respect to primary
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productivity rates) under these conditions is similar to the response at

higher phosphate concentrations, the basic model form presented earlier

was modified by adjusting measured zero concentrations to 0.007 milli-

grams per liter. This adjustment concentration was obtained by trial-

and-error modification of the model.

This parameter modification process resulted in the set of model

coefficients shown in Table 5.2. Since no true optimization technique

was employed to arrive at this coefficient set, it cannot be considered a

best set of coefficients but only a first approximation. The multiple

linear regression analysis utilizing these input coefficients yielded the

set of values for umax shown in Table 5.3. Although units have been

given to these
 max values, no real physical significance can be given to

these numbers as they are strictly statistical results. The model thus

computed yielded multiple R value of 0.8839 (for R-squared value of

0.7813) and a standard error of estimate of 10.96. The results of the

analysis of variance are given in Table 5.4.

5.1.3 Examination of Primary Productivity
Model Calibration Residuals

Figures 5.3 through 5.14 are plots of observed primary produc-

tivity rate profiles and profiles computed using the proposed model. The

figures consist of four sets of three figures each. Each set of figures

contains profiles for January, June and September for a given data sta-

tion in Lake Mead. The location of these sampling locations is shown in

Figure 5.2.

Figures 5.3 through 5.14 show that, in general, the primary

productivity model appears to be adequate for estimating the calibration
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Table 5.2 Coefficients for Proposed Primary Productivity Model.

Algal Division

Chlorophyta
Bacillariophyta
Chrysophyta
Pyrrophyta
Cryptophyta
Cyanophyta

0.100 0.3 0.002 1400
0.085 3.0 0.020 3600
0.075 5.0 0.030 3000
0.085 0.8 0.030 2400
0.090 0.9 0.020 2800
0.125 0.2 0.010 3900

Table 5.3	 Model Values for Maximum Growth.

Algal Division
It 	*
max

Chlorophyta 2.33
Bacillariophyta 168.10
Chrysophyta 287.28
Pyrrophyta 855.49
Cryptophyta 84.47
Cyanophyta 46.67

*mg-C/m3/day

Table 5.4 Results of Analysis of Variance for Regression Analysis.

Degrees of
Freedom	 Sum of Squares	 Mean Square	 F-Ratio*

Regression 6 91,473.46 15,245.58

Residual 213 25,609.88 120.229

126.80

*F-ratio, F = 126.80, is significant at the 1 percent level.
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Figure 5.3 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 3 (Beacon Island),
Lake Mead, September 1970, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.4 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 3 (Beacon Island),
Lake Mead, January 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.5 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 3 (Beacon Island),
Lake Mead, June 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.6 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 4 (Virgin Basin),
Lake Mead, September 1970, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.7 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 4 (Virgin Basin),
Lake Mead, January 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.8 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 4 (Virgin Basin),
Lake Mead, June 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.9 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 5 (Lower Overton Arm),
Lake Mead, September 1970, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.10 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 5 (Lower Overton
Arm), Lake Mead, January 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.11 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 5 (Lower Overton
Arm), Lake Mead, June 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.12 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 8 (South Cove), Lake
Mead, September 1970, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.13 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 8 (South Cove), Lake
Mead, January 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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Figure 5.14 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Data Station 8 (South Cove), Lake
Mead, June 1971, Using Model Calibration Data.
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productivity profiles. Sources of deviation between model and

measured primary productivity levels are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 list the residuals (i.e., observed PPr

minus model PPr) computed with respect to data station, season and

depths. The results of these computations indicate the general

adequacy of the proposed model with respect to the calibration data

set. The residuals also indicate possible elements of inadequacy in

the model form.

The data given in Table 5.5 indicate that, in a general sense,

the productivity model gives an accurate estimation of the calibration

productivity measurements. The greatest mean residual was found at

data station 2. This station (Las Vegas Basin) is the data station

closest to Las Vegas Wash which empties sewage effluent from Las Vegas

and Henderson, Nevada, into Boulder Basin. The hydrodynamics of this

basin have not been examined closely and the assumption of homogeneous

nutrient concentrations above and below the thermocline may not be

valid. This assumption was utilized in order to estimate nitrate and

phosphate concentrations at depths other than 5 and 30 meters. The

inadequacy of this assumption undoubtedly contributed to the scatter of

residual values (as indicated by the standard deviation) noted for

several data stations.

Table 5.6 lists the calibration residuals with respect to

sampling time. These determinations were made to assess the usefulness

of the model at estimating seasonal changes in primary productivity

rates. The data indicate that, in general, the model tends to



Sample	 Number	 Data
Time	 of Points	 Mean	 (mg-C/m3/day)	 (mg-C/m3/day)

Mean Residual
Standard Deviation

of Residuals
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Table 5.5 Residuals Determined with Respect to Data Station for
Productivity Model Calibration Data.

Standard Deviation
Station	 Number	 Data
	 Mean Residual	 of Residuals

Number	 of Points	 Mean	 (mg-C/m3/day)	 (mg-C/m3/day)

2 30 14.40 6.69 13.67
3 35 16.45 1.52 12.37
4 30 8.51 -3.02 5.94
5 30 13.33 1.85 10.21
6 30 4.73 -0.85 5.76
7 30 9.57 -3.41 9.65
8 34 13.84 0.47 12.41

Table 5.6 Residuals Determined with Respect to Season for
Productivity Model Calibration Data.

January 44 5.70 -1.11 7.19
April 44 8.56 -3.78 7.14
June 43 8.85 1.54 10.36
September 43 37.06 3.71 16.44
November 45 14.58 2.09 13.83
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Table 5.7 Residuals Determined with Respect to Depth for Productivity
Model Calibration Data.

Depth
(meters)

Number
of Points

Data
Mean

Mean Residual

(mg-C/m3/day)

Standard Deviation
of Residuals

(mg-C/m3/day)

0 37 22.35 -6.26 11.96

3 36 26.14 2.22 15.30

5 37 22.50 4.33 14.55

10 37 7.25 .96 7.21

20 36 1.98 1.73 2.89

30 36 0.00 0.00 0.00
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over-estimate PPr rates during the winter and spring (giving a nega-

tive mean residual) and to under-estimate PPr rates during the summer

and fall (giving positive residuals). Using this primary productivity

model, the greatest estimation errors would be expected during the late

summer and fall months. This is concluded from examination of both

mean residual and residual standard deviation.

These results are not totally unexpected. Observed primary pro-

ductivity rates in September were over six times as large as January

rates. Extreme values of natural phenomena are commonly the most

difficult phenomena to model and to predict. Hence, a greater estima-

tion error is expected. But it should also be noted that the mean

residuals and residual standard deviations (i.e., the estimation error)

for September and November are only about twice the estimation error

for January and April. Hence, the model appears adequate for esti-

mating seasonal changes in primary productivity rate.

Table 5.7 gives the residuals categorized by depth. The data

indicate that the model tends to over-estimate productivity at the sur-

face and to under-estimate at other depths. The large error in the

surface (0 meter) estimates is probably due to a combination of factors.

The inadequacy of assuming homogeneous nutrient concentrations above the

thermocline and, hence, estimating the surface nutrient concentrations

from samples collected at five meters has already been noted. Also,

assuming that the model coefficients for light, temperature, and

nutrients are constants is probably an oversimplification. In

actuality, responses to these parameters are interrelated. For example,

optimal light intensities or nutrient concentrations are probably a
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function of temperature. These interactions may act to produce the

errors noted for surface depths in Table 5.7 and Figures 5.3 through

5.14.

A relatively large residual standard deviation was also found for

the three-meter and five-meter sample sets. This scatter is expected

since primary productivity rates are at a maximum at these depths. As

noted earlier, these extreme values are commonly difficult to estimate

precisely.

The mean residual for the twenty-meter data set may be physically

explained. This depth is commonly near the compensation level. At

these low light intensities some algae are capable of maintaining them-

selves by producing abnormal amounts of chlorophyll (the major photo-

synthetic pigment). Since the model does not consider this compensation

phenomena, the model estimates productivity rates which are smaller

than those measured. Because these measured values are normally near

zero, the errors are not very significant. The zero residuals computed

for the thirty-meter data set are also not very significant. No inci-

dent solar radiation penetrates to these depths and the model was

formulated to estimate primary productivity rates of zero for zero

incident light.

Another source of error is the manner in which the phytoplankton

were grouped, i.e., at the division level. Though this is an improve-

ment over considering all of the phytoplankton as one group, it is

still a gross approximation. Additional analysis will be required to

determine what grouping at a more specific taxonomic level (family,
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order, genus, etc.) will minimize the effects of this lumping without

creating an unnecessarily complex model.

5.1.4 Validation of Primary
Productivity Model

The preceding sections have indicated that the primary produc-

tivity model is adequate for estimating the measured calibration data.

However, a better test of any model is one utilizing an independent

data set (i.e., one not used for the estimation of model linear regres-

sion coefficients). Such a test was performed using the proposed

productivity model and data collected at the Bureau of Reclamation raft

(station 1) in Boulder Basin.

Figures 5.15 through 5.19 illustrate the results of this test.

These figures show that the independent data set produced primary pro-

ductivity profiles that are comparable (with respect to accuracy) to

those produced using the calibration data set. Hence, the factors

producing the errors shown in Figures 5.15 through 5.19 are probably

the same as those discussed in the previous section and will not be

repeated here. These results do indicate that the proposed produc-

tivity model is generally acceptable and that many of the errors may be

due to inadequate input data and excessive lumping of the algal groups.

5.1.5 Sensitivity of Productivity
Model Coefficients

The primary productivity model presented in the preceding sec-

tions has a total of thirty coefficients, five coefficients max' KT'-. 

KN , Kp and KL) for each of the six algal groups being considered. A

sensitivity analysis was performed by changing each of these
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Figure 5.15 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Bureau Raft Station (Station 1),
Lake Mead, September 1970, Using Independent Data.
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Figure 5.16 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Bureau Raft Station (Station 1),
Lake Mead, November 1970, Using Independent Data.
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Figure 5.17 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Bureau Raft Station (Station 1),
Lake Mead, January 1971, Using Independent Data.
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Figure 5.18 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Bureau Raft Station (Station 1),
Lake Mead, April 1971, Using Independent Data.
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Figure 5.19 Observed PPr Profile (Solid Line) and Model-Estimated PPr
Profile (Dashed Line) for Bureau Raft Station (Station 1),
Lake Mead, June 1971, Using Independent Data.
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coefficients and computing primary productivity rates using the cali-

bration input data. The residuals (observed PPr minus model estimated

PPr) were then computed and used to evaluate the effect of the imposed

changes on the accuracy of the model estimates. The results of this

analysis are given in Tables 5.8 through 5.12.

Tables 5.8 through 5.12 indicate that most of the model is rela-

tively insensitive to changes in the model coefficients. Some of this

insensitivity is probably due to the procedure used to obtain the

values of u
max 

coefficients which minimized the differences between

observed and model primary productivity values. As a result, the

sensitivity of the model to changes in the coefficients varies with

respect to the order with which the various algal groups were added to

the regression equation by the stepwise procedure. Hence, the coeffi-

cients for the Cyanophyta are the most sensitive (since this factor was

taken into the regression equation first giving an R-squared value of

0.5363) followed by Bacillariophyta, Cryptophyta, Chrysophyta,

Pyrrophyta and Chlorophyta (which had the least sensitive coefficients).

Since a linear relationship between temperature and primary pro-

ductivity rate was assumed, the sensitivity pattern for the temperature

coefficients, KT, and maximum growth rate, pm , are identical. Com-

parison of the data in Table 5.9 with the other tables 
indicates that

the proposed model is most sensitive to changes in the 
temperature

coefficients. This result is supported by the work of 
Everett (1972)

who concluded that temperature is the most important 
parameter

influencing productivity.
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Table 5.8 Residual Standard Deviations for Changes in Maximum Growth
Rate,

max

Maximum Rate Coefficient Multiplied by

Algae Group 0.10 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 10.00

Chlorophyta 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.83 10.83 10.84 10.85 11.59
Bacillariophyta 12.69 11.41 10.96 10.83 11.01 11.51 13.27 68.77
Chrysophyta 10.85 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.85 10.90 14.55
Pyrrophyta 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.84 11.81
Cryptophyta 11.60 11.03 10.87 10.83 10.95 11.21 12.12 47.40
Cyanophyta 14.20 11.93 11.09 10.83 11.18 12.11 15.18 94.82

Table 5.9 Residual Standard Deviations for Changes in Temperature
Coefficients, KT .

Temperature Coefficient Multiplied by

Algae Group 0.10 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 10.00

Chlorophyta 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.83 10.83 10.84 10.85 11.59
Bacillariophyta 12.69 11.41 10.96 10.83 11.02 11.51 13.27 68.77
Chrysophyta 10.85 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.85 10.90 14.55
Pyrrophyta 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.84 11.81
Cryptophyta 11.60 11.03 10.86 10.83 10.95 11.21 12.13 44.39
Cyanophyta 14.21 11.93 11.09 10.83 11.18 12.11 15.18 94.82
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Table 5.10 Residual Standard Deviations for Changes in Nitrate
Coefficients, KN.

Nitrate Coefficient Multiplied by
Algae Group 0.10 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 10.00

Chlorophyta 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.82
Bacillariophyta 11.48 10.97 10.87 10.83 10.82 10.84 10.91 11.97
Chrysophyta 10.98 10.86 10.83 10.83 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.85
Pyrrophyta 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83
Cryptophyta 11.20 10.97 10.88 10.83 10.79 10.78 10.75 11.05
Cyanophyta 10.96 10.87 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.82 10.85 11.78

Table 5.11 Residual Standard Deviations for Changes in Phosphate
Coefficient, Kp .

Phosphate Coefficient Multiplied by

Algae Group 0.10 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 10.00

Chlorophyta 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83
Bacillariophyta 13.79 11.30 10.92 10.83 10.85 10.92 11.10 12.45
Chrysophyta 11.14 10.85 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.85
Pyrrophyta 10.86 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83 10.83
Cryptophyta 13.08 11.14 10.90 10.83 10.82 10.85 10.92 11.48
Cyanophyta 13.12 11.28 10.93 10.83 10.85 10.93 11.18 13.42
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Table 5.12 Residual Standard Deviations for Changes in Light Coefficient,
K
L

.

Light Coefficient Multiplied by

Algae Group 0.10 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 10.00

Chlorophyta 10.79 10.78 10.80 10.83 10.85 10.86 10.87 10.86

Bacillariophyta 13.38 11.19 10.89 10.83 10.83 10.84 10.91 12.10

Chrysophyta 10.84 10.86 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82

Pyrrophyta 10.84 10.85 10.84 10.83 10.82 10.82 10.82 10.82

Cryptophyta 11.73 11.10 10.91 10.83 10.81 10.82 10.84 11.08

Cyanophyta 14.06 10.16 10.29 10.83 11.26 11.56 11.93 13.54
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Examination of Tables 5.9 through 5.12 indicates that after

temperature coefficients, the model estimates are most sensitive to

variations in coefficients for light (KO followed by coefficients for

phosphate (Kr) and nitrate (KN). Thus, this sensitivity analysis indi-

cates that the level of primary productivity is most influenced by

temperature, light and nutrient concentrations in descending order of

importance. This coincides with the order of importance presented

earlier with respect to adjustment of parameters (section 5.1.2).

The results presented in the preceding sections indicate that the

proposed primary productivity model provides acceptable estimates of

primary productivity rates as a function of temperature, incident solar

radiation, nutrient (nitrate and phosphate) concentrations and algae

populations. Translating these estimates into estimates of changes in

the biotic populations is a vastly more complex undertaking. The

following section presents a discussion of an effort to accomplish this

translation with a computer implementation of the conceptual system LAKE.

5.2 Evaluation of Biotic Population Model 

Mathematical system theory provides the tools for organizing

information about natural system processes and for explicitly defining

the communication links among the various system components. The form of

the components of the system LAKE and the manner in which these compo-

nents'are coupled are defined in the preceding chapter and in Appendix B.

Because of their explicitness, these system theoretic definitions provide

the basis for the implementation of the system LAKE in the form of a
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computer program. This implementation is essentially the translation of

the system theoretic language into FORTRAN or other suitable computer

program language.

The computer program which was written to implement LAKE for the

Lake Mead case consists of twenty-one subroutines and a main program.

The state transition relationships utilized are summarized in Table 5.13.

Because LAKE is defined as a discrete system, only the transition for a

single time interval needs to be defined. The program is set up to

simulate a one-year period at one-day time steps. Because data on fish

populations were not available, the implementation of the system FISH

will not be considered here. A general flow chart for this program is

shown in Figure 5.20. Because the computations for estimating state

transitions have already been defined in the preceding chapters and

Appendix B, a more detailed flow chart or program listing is not

necessary. However, a brief outline of the subroutines and other pro-

gram - components may be helpful to the understanding of this general flow

chart:

1. Input data:

a. vertical water temperature ( °C) profile data;

b. vertical profiles for light extinction (percent transmittance;

c. data on incident solar radiation (langleys/day);

d. available data on concentrations of nitrate, phosphate and

carbon nutrients (or other nutrient species as required);

e. initial vertical profiles of concentrations (organisms per

liter) of phytoplankton and zooplankton.
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2. Main program LAKE: define number of the day of the year

(January 1 = day #1, etc.).

3. Subroutine LITEMP:

a. interpolate between available light extinction profiles to

generate a profile for any given day of the year,

b. interpolate between temperature profiles to provide profiles

for any given day of the year,

c. interpolate between temperature data points for a given

profile to generate temperature data at one-meter intervals

from surface to 30 meters.

4. Subroutine NUTRNT: generate vertical nutrient concentration

profiles from available data.

5. Subroutine PHYTO:

a. corresponds to system PHYTOPLANKTON,

b. sum population concentrations of individual algal groups to

compute total algal population in each control volume.

6. Subroutine GREEN:

a. corresponds to system CHLOROPHYTA;

b. compute population change on Chlorophyta (green algae) from

information provided from subroutines BIRTH, ALRESP, SINK and

GRAZE;

7. Subroutines BACIL, YELLOW, PYRRO, CRYPT and CYANO:

a. correspond to systems BACILLARIOPHYTA, CHRYSOPHYTA,

PYRROPHYTA, CRYPTOPHYTA and CYANOPHYTA, respectively;
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b. compute change in populations of Bacillariophyta (diatoms),

Chrysophyta (yellow-green algae), Pyrrophyta (dinoflagel-

lates), Cryptophyta (cryptophytes), and Cyanophyta (blue-

green algae), respectively, as indicated for subroutine GREEN.

8. Subroutine BIRTH:

a. estimate primary productivity rate (mg-C/m3/day) for each

algal group in each control volume,

b. estimate primary productivity rate for total algal population

in each control volume,

c. compute a birth rate from the primary productivity rate and

generate the number of births in a given day as a random

observation from a Poisson distribution (using subroutine

POISSON).

9. Subroutine ALRESP:

a. esitmate loss rate of individual algal population groups in a

given control volume due to nocturnal respiration,

b. generate the number of cells lost in a given day as a random

observation from a Poisson distribution (using subroutine

POISSON).

10. Subroutine SINK:

a. estimate rates of exchange of individual algal population

groups between adjacent control volumes due to sinking and

dispersion,

b. generate the number of cells exchanged in a given day as a

random observation from a Poisson distribution (using

subroutine POISSON).
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11. Subroutine GRAZE:

a. estimate loss rate of individual algal population groups in

a given control volume due to grazing by individual

zooplankton groups,

b. generate the number of cells lost in a given day as a random

observation from a Poisson distribution (using subroutine

POISSON).

12. Subroutine POISSON: generate the number of occurrences of a given

type of event (population gain or loss) using a number randomly

generated from a uniform [0,1] distribution and using the esti-

mated rate of occurrence to parameterize a Poisson distribution.

13. Subroutine ZOOP:

a. corresponds to system ZOOPLANKTON,

b. sum population concentrations of individual zooplankton groups

to compute the total zooplankton population in each control

volume.

14. Subroutine NAUPL1:

a. corresponds to system NAUPLII;

b. compute rates of change in nauplii population in a given

control volume due to grazing by nauplii on algae, respira-

tion losses and general mortality (grazing by fish on

nauplii, chemical toxicity, etc.);

C. generate number of nauplii gained or lost due to these

processes as random observations from a Poisson distribution

(using subroutine POISSON).
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15. Subroutines DAPHNIA, BOSMINA, CALAN, CYCLO and ROTIFER:

a. correspond to systems DAPHNIA, BOSMINA, CALANOID, CYCLOPOID

and ROTIFER, respectively;

b. generate changes in Daphnia, Bosmina, Calanoid, Cyclopoid  and

rotifer populations, respectively, as described above for

subroutine NAUPLI.

Implementation of the conceptual ecosystem model described in the

preceding chapters requires the translation of measured (or predicted)

primary productivity rates into changes in the populations (numbers and

diversity) of algae and consumers at higher trophic levels. This transla-

tion process is of immense complexity for two reasons. First of all,

there are feedback connections between all biotic components of the

system LAKE. Hence, in the implementation of this system model,

inadequacies in any system component will result in errors in other compo-

nents. In attempting to compute a time trajectory of system states, such

errors will grow with time as the state of the system at any time is used

to compute the state at the next time interval. Even relatively small

errors in parameter estimation may, thus, lead to very significant errors

in the model-computed states.

In addition to these error growth problems, some shortcomings

exist in the data available for model calibration. Direct (or indirect)

measurements of many of the processes which fall under the general

heading of population dynamics were not or cannot be made under field

conditions. Such processes include cell growth, reproduction, respira-

tion, grazing, settling and dispersion. Thus, as with other efforts to
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model aquatic ecosystem dynamics, a great deal of faith has been placed
in the results of laboratory analysis reported in the literature.

Transferring such information to varying systems and/or biotic communities

is a potential source of error.

For the specific case of modeling the biotic population dynamics

of the Lake Mead ecosystem, the infrequent sampling scheme complicates

the model calibration and validation procedure. Measured primary pro-

ductivity rates were expressed as carbon mass fixed per unit volume per

day. The model of population dynamics was, thus, formulated with a time

interval of one day. Data on daily incident solar radiation were avail-

able and temperature profiles at approximately monthly intervals were

used to estimate daily temperature inputs. Since temperature profiles

are not expected to change rapidly, the simple interpolation procedure

employed is probably yielded acceptable daily temperature profiles.

Because Lake Mead hydrodynamics and nutrient uptake mechanisms in general

are poorly understood, the method used to estimate daily nutrient concen-

tration inputs is prone to error. This is also true of the method used

to generate light extinction profiles. For these reasons, the physical

and chemical parameter inputs are a source of potential error which can

only be qualitatively considered since there was not sufficient data to

test the interpolation procedures.

More serious difficulties in model calibration and validation may

result from the shortage of data on the temporal variations in algae

population size and diversity. Data collected in January are probably

adequate to estimate initial algal populations because variability in

biotic activity is small during the winter due to low water temperatures
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and minimal incident solar radiation. However, data for other times of

the year are separated by one to three month time intervals. Even if the

output of a postulated model matched these six widely spaced data points

with acceptable accuracy the overall acceptability of the model might

still be questioned because of the relatively large no-data intervals.

The translation of measured or model-estimated primary produc-

tivity rates into a birth rate (organisms/liter/day) requires the esti-

mation of the carbon mass fixed per new algae organism. Strict use of

biomass estimates taken from the literature produces birth rates which

are too large. A more appropriate estimator might be termed an "effective

carbon biomass" which would be defined as the mass of carbon fixed per

new individual. This mass is much grater than the carbon biomass of the

individual algal cells and is a direct expression of the assumed

synonymity of growth and reproduction. Attempts to parameterize the

proposed ecosystem model indicated that this "effective carbon biomass"

is possibly two to four orders of magnitude greater than algal cell bio-

mass. Also, because of seasonal shifts in the species diversity within a

given algal division and variability in cell form, mass and physiology,

defining an "effective carbon biomass" for an entire algal division (or

any other taxonomic grouping) must be considered a gross approximation.

The problem of lumping of biotic populations was mentioned in an earlier

section as a basic source of error in the primary productivity model.

The mathematical expressions which have been defined to describe

the mechanisms of grazing, respiration, settling and dispersion are

almost entirely taken from the literature or defined by dimensional
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analysis. Beyond the temperature, light and nutrient parameters defined

for the basic primary productivity model, calibration of LAKE requires

(for the case of 6 algal groups and 6 zooplankton groups) seventy-eight

parameters. Parameterization difficulties fall into two general cate-

gories. The problems resulting from the need to define parameters which

characterize the response of rather broad taxonomic groups have already

been mentioned. In addition, parameter values reported in the literature

may vary by as much as a factor of ten. This was found to be true for

settling velocities, grazing rates, respiration rates and biomass. These

apparent discrepancies are the result of the variety of conditions

(species of organism used, life history -- gene pool, history of disease,

grazing or other environmental stress, etc. -- of the organisms used,

physical and chemical water quality, etc.) under which the parameters

were determined. These factors lead to variability in reported results

and difficulties in model calibration.

To facilitate calibration, the initial efforts at calibrating the

computer implementation of the system LAKE focused on a deterministic

modification of the system. This modified form utilizes the rate terms

(birth rate, grazing rate, etc.) to directly define the number of events

(births, deaths, etc.) rather than to parameterize a Poisson distribution.

This is equivalent to using the expected value of the Poisson distribu-

tion as the number of gains or losses over a given time interval.

This modified approach was taken to facilitate computer turn-

around time which was a considerable problem. The relatively large rate

terms frequently encountered for birth rate, etc., make the use of the
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summation-iterative approach to generating random Poisson observations

prohibitively time consuming. An alternative approach is to use a normal

approximation to the Poisson distribution. This approximation is ade-

quate when the rate parameter (X) for the Poisson distribution is greater

than about ten. The corresponding normal distribution has both mean and

variance equal to X. Another approach is to assume that the time between

consecutive events (births, deaths, etc.) is exponentially distributed

with parameter X. The appropriate assumptions are identical to those

already made for the Poisson distribution. A sequence of time intervals

which sum to 24 hours (or other time period) can be generated from an

exponential distribution with computed parameter X. These alternative

approaches need to be investigated to overcome the computation diffi-

culties encountered.

These problems pervaded the attempt to translate field measure-

ments of physical, chemical and biotic states into an acceptable model of

biotic population dynamics. Because of the numerous interconnections

among the model components, inadequate parameterization resulted in the

error growth problem alluded to earlier. Inaccurately defined population

changes at one time step become input errors to the primary productivity

model at the next time step which, in turn, leads to even larger errors

in estimates of biotic populations, ad nauseum.

During the course of the current study, a complete set of

coefficients was not obtained. System complexities and data problems,

plus an essentially trial-and-error calibration methodology resulted in

this shortcoming. The proposed primary productivity model has been shown
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to yield good estimates of primary productivity rates as a function of

the physical, chemical and biotic environment. Because of the calibra-

tion difficulties encountered, the overall ecosystem model must, at this

stage, be considered a conceptual construct. This conceptual model

embodies the current state-of-the-art in the modeling of aquatic

ecosystem dynamics.



CHAPTER 6

OVERALL PROJECT EVALUATION

The objective evaluation of the results of any research project

is a difficult undertaking. Because of the difficulties discussed in the

preceding chapter, the conceptual ecosystem model, as a whole, has not

been applied to a real-world case. The calibration problems encountered

can probably be overcome with the implementation of sophisticated optimi-

zation methodologies. Such an approach may require more extensive data

on state (specifically biotic population) trajectories.

The approach taken to model primary productivity has been shown

to produce good results. Primary productivity rates are commonly used as

an indicator of the environmental quality of aquatic systems and is a

measure of overall biotic activity. A methodology to relate these rates

to physical, chemical and biotic parameters has been outlined and

successfully tested. Nonlinear programming methodologies, as outlined by

Himmelblau (1972), represent one approach for obtaining an optimal set of

model coefficients. This approach is particularly attractive because of

the indicated need to subdivide the algae at a finer level than the

taxonomic division.

Most of the mathematical relationships used to define the

influence of physicochemical environmental factors on the various biotic

processes such as primary productivity and respiration have been tested

in some fashion by inclusion in other ecosystem modeling efforts. Many
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of the relationships employed here have been utilized by Chen and Orlob

(1972) and by DiToro et al. (1971), in models of ecosystem dynamics which

deal with lumped biotic populations. The DiToro model has been applied

to the San Joaquin estuary in California. The Chen and Orlob model has

been applied to Lake Washington and to the San Francisco Bay-Delta area.

The successful application of the primary productivity model formulated

as part of this study supports the usefulness of these experimentally

verified (though empirical) relationships. Since the overall ecosystem

model was derived from similarly supported relationships, the development

of an appropriate calibration technique should result in an acceptable

simulation of aquatic ecosystem dynamics.

The internal mechanisms resulting in the observed changes in

population size and diversity are incompletely understood. Monte Carlo

simulation is commonly applied to systems whose state trajectories are

determined by process equations which arise in a deterministic contrext

but whose solutions are not readily attainable (Newman and Odel, 1971).

The modeling of biological processes falls into this category of problems.

Changes in biotic populations can be noted but the multitude of processes

leading to these changes are ill-defined and poorly measured. The

Poisson process is a possible choice to describe the occurrence of dis-

crete birth-death events.

In addition to being justified by the nature of the modeling prob-

lem, the use of stochastic simulation to model the dynamics of aquatic

ecosystems may offer a useful managerial alternative to a deterministic

system construct. The generation of many equally likely state traces
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allows the estimation of a probability distribution of system states for

given times of the year. Such estimated distributions can be utilized to

assess the significance of differences between system state traces

generated using different input sequences (such as nutrient inputs for

various possible nutrient control programs). In addition, stochastic

simulation allows the evaluation of the probability of exceeding some

defined aquatic system quality criterion such as a given primary produc-

tivity rate, algal population concentration, proportion of blue-green

algae, etc. This probabilistic information allows the use of decision

theory as a management tool. Stochastic simulation may thus offer

important inputs to resource management activities.

Mathematical system theory offers the rigorously defined struc-

ture required to formulate a model of a system having the complexity of

an aquatic ecosystem. The use of this theoretical framework is also an

aid to the computer implementation of the system model as the routes of

communication among the system components are precisely defined.

Mathematical system theory is analogous to a langugage in that it

enables one to organize complex thoughts and to communicate those

thoughts. To extend this analogy, mathematical system theory also has

the basic shortcomings of any language or communication medium -- those

not schooled in the use of the language cannot utilize it as a mode of

communication. This is not really a shortcoming of the language but is

an education problem. In this sense, the use of system theory is some-

what limited. But the limitations are not due to the inherent charac-

teristics of system theory.
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This formulation of a conceptual ecosystem model has drawn

heavily upon the extensive literature on the various system components

and processes. It is an expression of the results of these numerous

research efforts. In addition, this formulation addresses some of the

issues (such as the lumping of biotic populations, grazing preferences

and competitive interactions) which must be dealt with to provide a

realistic foundation for these mathematical constructs and to enhance

their applicability to water resource management problems.

Models of biological response are needed by resource management

to enable a predictive evaluation of the effects of urban and/or indus-

trial development on aquatic ecosystems. This predictive capability will

allow planned development activities with minimal environmental damage.

Such planning may include control of nutrient loading and thermal dis-

charges, design of fish stocking programs and control of fishing activi-

ties. Numerous federal, state and local agencies are requiring some form

of predictive assessment of environmental impact for nearly all forms of

development activity. Only with the aid of quantitative predictive tools

(such as mathematical models) can control of development be justified and

just.

There are two basic reasons for the development of mathematical

models of natural phenomena. The pragmatic goal of model formulation is

the development of a tool which can be utilized by natural resource

managers. The second goal is to enhance the understanding of the natural

processes by postulating and testing mathematical relationships for

natural causal mechanisms. This dissertation project has attempted to
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accomplish the latter of these two goals. Though the testing of the

proposed mathematical relationships has not been completed, the basic

model framework has been explicitly defined and partially validated.

Upon completion of this validation process, the utility of the model for

water resource management can be assessed.



APPENDIX A

AN OUTLINE OF MATHEMATICAL SYSTEM THEORY

A.1 System Theory 

Possibly the most basic concept of system theory is that of

state. If one views a system as a black box with inputs coming into the

box and outputs coming out of the box, then the state of the system indi-

cates what is going on inside the box. To model the behavior of a

system, the set of all possible states of the system must be defined.

If the state of the system and the input to the system at some

time t are known, then one must be able to compute the state at some

future time, say t+1. Such a computation expresses the changes in or the

behavior of the system. Descriptions of system behavior are termed state

transition functions.

In the following sections, the basic concepts of mathematical

system theory are defined. For this discussion, a basic knowledge of set

theory is assumed. Notation for defined sets, operations and system

constructs are presented as capitalized descriptive terms. It is felt

that this writing style will facilitate the understanding of those

unfamiliar with mathematical system theory as presented by Wymore (1967,

1970 and 1973).

Mathematical system theory provides the structure for the

modeling of real-world phenomena. It should not be thought of as a cook-

book for instant modeling. The basic usefulness of a system theory
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couched in mathematic set theoretic-function theoretic terms is in

presenting and proving theorems concerning the existence, nature and

behavior of systems. A mathematically rigorous theory of systems is

required to achieve these ends. This rigor is seen as an aid in modeling

because the entities which must be specified and the characteristics that

system models must possess are clearly defined. The role of the modeler

is to devise a model that is consistent from a system theoretic viewpoint

and useful with respect to its real-world application.

A.2 Vector Products and Projections 

In the following discussion, the concepts of a set and of some-

thing being an element of a set are assumed to be understood. Several

special sets are defined below in Table A.1.

Table A.1 Definitions of Special Sets.

Name	 Definition of Set

REALS	 Real numbers

REALS + 	Positive real numbers

REALS++ 	Non-negative real numbers

REALS - 	Negative real numbers

INTEGERS	 Integers

INTEGERS + 	Positive integers

INTEGERS 	 integers

INTEGERS - 	Negative integers

If Al , A2 , ..., An are n sets, then the vector product of the

sets Al' A2' ..., An is denoted Al X A2 X ... X An and is defined as
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follows:

A
l X A2 X ... X An = Al if n = 1

= f(a a	 a
n): a. is an element of A.l' 2' ""

for each integer from 1 to n inclusive).

Thus, the vector product of n sets is a set of n-tuples made up of ele-

ments of each of the n sets. If a = (a
l' a2' ..., an) is one of these

n-tuples and i is an integer from 1 to n inclusive, then the projection

into the ith coordinate of a is denoted (PROJECTION(i))(a) and is defined

as follows:

(PROJECTION(i))(a) = ai

where a. is the ith coordinate of a. The projection, thus, picks some

particular element out of an n-tuple. If one considers a set A of

n-tuples, then the projection into the ith coordinate of that set is

another set, each of whose elements is the ith coordinate of an n-tuple

which is an element of A.

A.3 Functions 

If A and B are sets, then f is a function defined on A with

values in B if and only if:

1. f is a subset of the vector product of A and B.

2. For every element a of A, there exists some element b of B such

that the ordered pair (a, b) is an element of f.

3. if a is an element of A and b 1 and b2 are elements of B and

(a, 1) 1) and (a, b 2) are elements of f, then 1) 1 = b 2 .

The set of all functions defined of set A with values in set B is denoted
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FUNCTIONS (A, B). The set A is termed the domain of f and B is called

the range of f. If A1 is a subset of A, then the restriction of the

function f to A
1 
is denoted RESTRICTION (f, A1

) and is defined as

follows:

RESTRICTION(f, Al ) = {(a, b): a c Al , b = f(a)1.

If f is a function defined on a set A with values in a set B and b is an

element of B, then the function f, which is constant on A and equal

everywhere to b, is denoted Ch and is defined as follows:

Ch = 1(a, b): a c Al.

If P is a non-empty set and REALS is the set of real numbers, and

if the set lf, 0 is a subset of FUNCTIONS(REALS, P) and r is an element

of REALS, then:

1. The translation of the function f by the amount r is denoted

TRANSLATION(f, r) and is defined as follows:

TRANSLATION(f, r) = f(x, f(x+r)): x is an element of REALSI.

2. The segmentation of the functions f and g is denoted

SEGNENTATION(f, g) and is defined as follows:

SEGNENTATION(f, g) = {(x, y): x is an element of REALS,

y is an element of set P,

y = f(x) if x < 0, and

y = g(x) if x >

If F is a subset of FUNCTIONS(REALS, P), then F is an admissible set of

input functions with values in the set P if and only if for every pair of

functions f and g, which are elements of F, and every element r of REALS,
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TRANSLATION(f, r) and SEGMENTATION(f, g) are elements of F. The set of

all admissible sets of input functions with values in P is denoted

ADMISSIBLES (p)

A.4 Assemblages and Systems 

An assemblage is a 5-tuple Z = (STATES(Z), INPUTS(Z),

INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z), TIMESCALE(Z), MOTION(Z)) where

1. STATES(Z) is a non-empty set.

2. INPUTS(Z) is a non-empty set.

3. INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) is an element of ADMISSIBLES(INPUTS(Z)).

4. TIMESCALE(Z) is a subset of REALS and 0 is an element of

TIMESCALE(Z).

5. MOTION(Z) is an element of the set of all functions defined on

the vector product of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and TIMESCALE(Z) with

values in the set FUNCTIONS(STATES(Z), STATES(Z)).

A system is an assemblage defined as above for which MOTION(Z)

has the following properties:

1. For every function in INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and x in STATES(Z)

MOTION(Z)(f, 0)(x) = x.

2. For every function f in INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and every s and t in

TIMESCALE(Z) such that s+t is an element of

TIMESCALE(Z)MOTTON(Z)(TRANSLATION(f, s), t)(MOTION(Z)(f, s))

= MOTION(Z)(f, s+t).

3. If f and g are elements of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and r is an element

of REALS and RESTRICTION(f, T[O,r)) = RESTRICTION(g, T[O,r) when
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r > 0 or RESTRICTION(f, T[r,0)) = RESTRICTION(g, T[r,0)) when

r < 0, then MOTION(Z)(f, r) = MOTION(Z)(g, r).

The first of these conditions is stated to ensure that the mathe-

matical system is consistent with the dynamics of the real-world system.

The expression (MOTION(Z))(f, t)(x) is stated to represent the state of

the system Z at any time t, given the initial (i.e., at t = 0) state x

and the input function f. Hence, when t = 0, this expression must be an

identity mapping.

The second condition is needed in order that the system Z be con-

sistent with respect to arbitrary translations of input functions and

timescales. The condition states that, given an input function f, one

may consider two means of reaching the state (MOTION(Z))(f, s+t)(x). The

first way is to begin in state x and then, using the input sequence

defined by f between time 0 and time s+t, transform the system to the

state (MOTION(Z))(f, s+t)(x). The second method is to begin in the state

(MOTION(Z))(f, s)(x) and then, using the input sequence defined by f

between time s and time t (or TRANSLATION(f, s)), transform the system to

the state (MOTION(Z))(f, s+t)(x). The second condition indicates that

both methods should yield the same final state at time s+t.

The third condition states that, for a given initial state, the

state of the system at some other time t is determined solely by the

initial state and the input sequence between time zero and time t.

Hence, a knowledge of the input history prior to the initial time and

future inputs beyond time t is not required.
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The role of the sets and functions described above is largely

explained by their name designations. STATES(Z) is the set of states of

the system Z. INPUTS(Z) is the set of inputs to Z. These inputs are put

in functional form by the elements of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z). TIMESCALES(Z)

is the timescale of the system which may be continuous or discrete.

MOTION(Z) is the state transition function of Z and is the function by

which, given an initial state, x, and an input function, f, one computes

the state, xt at some later time, t:

MOTION(Z)(f, t)(x) = xt .

The output from a system is defined as an entity distinct from

the internal workings of the system. System output is defined as a func-

tion defined on the state set of the system with values in a specified

set of output states. Thus, the output is viewed as a function of the

observer of the system and the information he requires and not as an

intrinsic part of the system construct.

A.5 Types of Systems 

Systems may be defined in four different forms: as discrete

systems, as differentiable systems, as general recursive systems and as

the resultant of coupling recipes. This last case will be covered in

section 6.2 of this appendix. The others are defined below.

A.5.1 Discrete Systems

A system DISCRETE is a discrete system if it has the following

characteristics:
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1. The set of constant functions (C, where p is an element of

INPUTS(DISCRETE)) is a subset of INPUTFUNCTIONS(DISCRETE).

2. TIMESCALE(DISCRETE) = INTEGERS.

3. For every input function f in INPUTFUNCTIONS(DISCRETE) and x in

STATES (DISCRETE):

MOT/ON(DISCRETE)(f, t)(x) = x if t = 0

= (VOT/ON(DISCRETE))(C f(t_ 1) ,

1)(MOT/ON(DISCRETE))(Cf(t _ 2) ,

1) ... (MOT/ON(DISCRETE))(C f(0) ,

1)(x)) if t	 O.

In order to completely specify a discrete system such as DISCRETE, one

need only define a state set, a set of inputs and (MOT/ON(DISCRETE))(C ,

1)(x) for every p in the input set and x in the state set.

A.5.2 Differentiable Systems

A system DIFF is a differentiable system if, for every function f

in INPUTFUNCTIONS(DIFF), t in TIMESCALE(DIFF) and x in STATES(DIFF), then

(MOTION(DIFF))(f, t)(x) is the value of the solution y at time t to the

differential equation

d(MUT/ON(DIFF))(C f(s) WY(s))
r s1 _ 	 (0)

dt	 J 	dt

for every p in INPUTS(DIFF) and x in STATES(DIFF).

A.5.3 General Recursive Systems

The implementation in continuous time systems (such as the

differentiable systems defined above) in the form of a digital computer
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program requires the transfoimation of continuous input and state trans-

formation equations into some discretized form. Recursion equations are

utilized for this purpose and are the basis for the definition of recur-

sive continuum time systems. The construction of a recursive system from

a continuous system is presented in the following paragraph.

Let Z be a system with TIMESCALE(Z) = REALS
++
. Let G be a non-

empty subset of the set of all functions defined on the real numbers with

values in INPUTS(Z). Let G be closed under the translation operation.

Let 'MOTION' be a function defined on the vector product of G and

TIMESCALE(Z) with values in the set of all functions defined on STATES (Z)

with values in STATES(Z). Let 'MOTION' have the properties of a state

transition function for a system (see section A.4); i.e.,

1. IMOT/ON'(f, 0) = IDENTIFY(STATES(Z)),

2. UMOT/ON'(TRANSLATION(f, s), t))( 1MOTION'(f, s)) =

'MOTION' (f, s+t),

3. If RESTRICTION(f, T[0,t) = RESTRICTION(g, T[0,t)), then

'MOT/ON'(f, t) = 'MOTION 1 (g, t),

for every s and t in TIMESCALE(Z) and every pair of functions f and g in

G.

Let INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) = ADMISSIBLESET(G). For every h in

INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and T in TIMESCALE(Z), define (MOTION(Z))(h, t) as

follows:

(MOTION(Z))(h, t) = 'MOTION'(f, t) if RESTRICTION(h, TIMESCALE(Z))

= RESTRICTION(f, TIMESCALE(Z)).

But, if RESTRICTION(h, TIMESCALE(Z)) equals RESTRICTION(STEP(f o , t l , .
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f
n-1' 

t
n
, f

n), TIMESCALE(Z)) where n is a positive integer, then

(MOTION(Z))(h, t) = 'MOTIOV(fo , t) if t is in the interval from

0 to t 1 inclusive,

CMOT/ON 1 (TRANSLATION(f.,

t-t i))(MOT/ON(Z)(h, ti)) if t is in the

interval from t. to t.	 inclusive or if t is
1+1

greater than tn .

A.6 System Coupling 

The contemplation of the modeling of complex real-world phenomena

usually calls for the consideration of the system as being formed by the

interaction or interconnection of a number of smaller entities. Indeed,

the discipline of system engineering has been described as being the

compartmentalization of complexity and the description of the interrela-

tionships among the compartments. The definition of these system inter-

connections is the role of the coupling recipe. Figure A.1 is a block

diagram of the interconnections between two systems, Z l and Z
2'

Reference to this figure may be useful in visualizing the meaning of the

following definitions.

A.6.1 Coupling Recipes

Consider the set INPUTS(Z) where Z is an assemblage. If

INPUTS(Z) is a set of vectors such that INPUTS(Z) = V 1 X V2 X ... X Vn

where n is an integer, then the set of input ports of Z is denoted

INPUTPORTS(Z) and is defined as follows:
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Figure A.1 Block Diagram Depicting a System Z as the Resultant of the
Coupling of the Systems Z, and Z 2 .
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INPUTPORTS(Z) = {V 1 , V2 , ..., Vn }.

In Figure A.1, for example, the input ports of the system Z l are V1 , V2

and V3 .

A coupling recipe K is a triple K = (SYSTEMS, u, v) where:

1. SYSTEMS is a non-empty set of systems such that the timescales of

all the systems in SYSTEMS are identical and no two systems in

SYSTEMS have a common input port.

2. u is a function defined on the set SYSTEMS X SYSTEMS such that if

Z. and Z. are elements of SYSTEMS, then u(Z., Z.) is an element1	 1	 3

ofINPUTPORTS(Z.) if the system Z. receives inputs from Z. and1 1

u(Z., Z.) = none if Z. receives no inputs from Z..1	 3	 1

3.visafunctiondefinedonSYSTENEXSYSTENISsuchthatifZ.and
1

Z. are elements of SYSTEMS then v(Z., Z.) is an output function
3	 1	 3

	for Z. with values in u(Z., Z.) if u(Z., Z.)	 none or v(Z., Z.)1	 3	 a.	 3	 3

= Ø if u(Z., Z.) = none.3

For the coupling recipe K defined above, the system components of K are

denoted COMPONENTS(K) and is defined as follows:

COMPONENTS(K) = SYSTEMS.

The input port assignment of K is denoted INPUTPORTASSIGNMENT(K) and is

defined as follows:

INPUTPORTASSIGNMENT(K) = u.

The output function assignment of the coupling recipe K is denoted

OUTPUTFUNCTIONASSIGNMENT(K) and is defined as follows:

OUTPUTFUNCTIONASSIGNMENT(K) = v.

The set of unoccupied input ports of K is denoted UNOCCUPIEDPORTS(K) and
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is defined as follows:

UNOCCUPIEDPORTS(K) = {Vi where Vi is not an element of the range

of u}.

Hence, UNOCCUPIEDPORTS(K) is the set of inputports which are not assigned

by the function u to receive inputs from any system components.

For an illustration of the above definition, consider Figure 2.1.

In this case:

1. COMPONENTS(K) = {Z 1 , Z 2 } .

2. INPUTPORTASSIGNMENTS(K) = {((Z 1 , Z 1), V3), ((Z 1 , Z 2), V1),

((Z 2 , Z l), V4), ((Z 2 , Z 2), none)}.

3. OUTPUTFUNCTIONASSIGNMENT(K) = {((Z 1 , Z l), q2), ((Z 1 , Z 2), q 1 ),

((Z 2 , Z 1), q3), ((Z 2), 0)1.

4. UNOCCUPIEDPORTS(K) = {V 2 , V5 }.

A.6.2 Resultant Systems and Coupling
Functions

Let K be a coupling recipe such that COMPONENTS(K) = {Z 1 , Z 2 ,

,Zil } wherenisanintegerandZ.is a system. Then, the resultant

of K is a system which is denoted RESULTANT(K). Let Z be the

RESULTANT(K). The system Z is defined as follows:

1. STATES(Z) = STATES(Z 1) X STATES(Z 2) X ... X STATES(Zn).

2. INPUTS(Z) = UNOCCUPIEDPORTS(K).

3. INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) is a set of functions defined on REALS with

values in INPUTS(Z) such that if V is an unoccupied input port of

some system Z i in COMPONENTS(K) then the projection into the V
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component of some element of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) then this function

is an admissible input function for Z.

4. TIMESCALE(Z) is the intersection of all the systems which are

elements of COMPONENTS(K).

The definition of the state transition function of RESULTANT(K)

requires consideration of a system theoretic concept called a coupling

function, k. A coupling function k is a function defined over the vector

product of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z) and STATES(Z), where Z = RESULTANT(K), with

values in the following set of functions:

If: f is an element of FUNCTIONS(REALS, V i) (where V.
1

	an

input port to some element of COMPONENTS(K)) such that for

every Z.  in COMPONENTS(K) the projection of f into the

input ports of Z. is an element of INPUTFUNCTIONS(Z i )}.

As indicated above, the input functions of RESULTANT(K) provide inputs to

the unoccupied input ports of the components of the resultant system.

The role of the coupling function is to provide inputs to the other

input ports. This fact is indicated by the following statement. If Z.

is a component of RESULTANT(K) and Q is an input port of Z i and t is an

element of TIMESCALE(RESULTANT(K)), f is in INPUTFUNCTIONS(RESULTANT(K)),

and x is any state of RESULTANT(K), then:

(PROJECTION(Q)(k (f, x))(t)

= (PROJECTION(Q))(f(t)) if Q is an unoccupied input

port; and
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= ((v(Z i , Z i )) (MOT/ON(Zi)(PROJECTION(INPUTPORTS(Z i )))

(0:17„ )0„ t)(x id if Q	 u(Z., Z.) for some Z. in3

COMPONENTS (K) and where )c. is the state of Z or
3

x.	 (PROJECTION(j))(x).
3

If such a coupling function k exists, then the state transition

function of the resultant system Z can be defined as follows: if x is

any state of Z, f is an input function for Z, t is an element of

TIMESCALE(Z) and Z. is a component system of Z, then

((MOTION(Z))(f, t)(x)(STATES(Z i ))

= (MOT/ON(Z i))(PROJECTION(INPUTPORTS(Z )(k(f, x)),

t)(xi) where xi = (PROJECTION(i))(x).

This format allows the division of very complex systems into

manageable component systems. Once these component systems have been

defined, using the definitions presented in earlier sections, the

specification of the coupling recipe results in a mathematical model of

the whole system. The acceptability of this resultant construct is

naturally dependent on the acceptability of all of the component systems.



APPENDIX B

SYSTEM THEORETIC DEFINITION OF STATE TRANSITION
RELATION OF CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM LAKE

The following is a definition of the state transition relation

for the system LAKE as presented in section 4.6 of this report. This

state transition function is an expression of the coupling recipe KLAKE

and coupling function k[C , x][1]. To avoid tedious redundancy, the

state transition function of only one component system of the systems

PHYTOPLANKTON, ZOOPLANKTON and FISH are defined in detail here. For the

same reason, only one control volume in the water column is considered

for the following definition. Reference to Figures 2.5 and 4.4 will be

helpful in understanding this state transition relation. Reference to

Appendix A may be needed to follow the system theoretic notation. One

minor modification in notation has been made here to reduce the space

requirement for this lengthy definition. The notation PROJECTION[i] has

been reduced to Tr[i] for this appendix. The remaining notation used here

is defined in other portions of this report.
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Let p be an element of INPUTS[LAKE] where

P = [P1' P2' P3' P4 ]

= Htdata, sun, extinction], [ndata, pdhta, cdata], ranum, day]

= Mt 0 , t 10 , t25 , t 75 , t 125 ], sun, [exto , ext i ,	 ext30]],

[[thermo, ns , n30], [thermo, p s , pm ], [thermo, Cs , c30 ]],

day][1'1'	 1'10],

and let x be an element of STATES[LAKE] where

x	 [[temp, Zang], [nit, orthop, carb], phyto, zoostate, fishpop]

= [[[temp o , temp i , ..., temp30], [Zango , Zang i ,	 Lang30]],

[[nitrate
o
, nitrate

1
 ... nitrate

30 ] ' [phosphate 0'

phosphatel'' 
phosphate

30
 ], [carbon

0'
 carbon l' •

carbon30 ]],	 [oop2, ppr2 ],	 [pop7, ppr7 ]],

[zpop i , zpop 2 ,	 zpop6], [game, nongame]]

then the the state transition function of the system LAKE is defined as

follows:

motion[LAKE][Cp , l][ff[n][x]]

= motion[TEMP-LIGHT][C , lifitemp, Lang]]
Pi

if n = 1;

motion[TEMP-LIGHT][C , l][Ni][temp], Tr[i][Lang]]]
P1

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31 if n = 1;
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7[2][tdata] - 7[1][tdata] = u[l][tdatal + [	 ][i-i]3.05

for i = 1, 2, ..., 4 if n = 1;

7[3][tdata] - 7[2][tdata] 
][i --5 1= w[2][tdata] + [

4.57

for i = 5, 6, ..., 8 if n = 1;

ff[4][tdata] - 7[3][tdata] Hi 9]= ff[3][tdata] +
15.25

for i = 9, 10, ..., 23 if n = 1;

= ff[4][tdata] +	 7[5][tdata] - Tr[4][tdata]
 ][i-24] [

15.24

for i = 24, 25, ..., 31 if n = 1;

motion[NUTRIENTS ] [C , 1][nit, orthop, carb]
P2

if n = 2;

= motion[NUTRIENTSHC , l][[7[i][nit], Tr[i][orthop],
P2

[i] [carb]]]

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31 if n = 2;

= [w[2][ndata], 7[2][pdata], 7[2][cdata]]

if i-1 < 7[1][ndata] and n = 2;

= [ff[3][ndata], 7[3][pdata], Tr[3][cdrata]]

if i-1 > 7r[1][ndata] and n = 2;

= motion[PHYTOPLANKTON][C os, y ,

,tot	 tot' P3 , P4

[phyto]

if n = 3 where 6, 1,
 wtot' etot are

output functions from NUTRIENTS,

TEMP-LIGHT, ZOOPLANKTON and



PHYTOPLANKTON, respectively, as

defined in Chapter 4;

= pnotion[CHLOROPHYTA][Cr 	
' 

1]
Y' wtot' °tot' P3' P4'

[PPP 1' P°P 1

motion[EUGLENOPHYTA] [ C (6, v,
' wtot' °tot' P3' P4 )

[PPr2 , P0192 ] ,

motion[BACILLARIOPHYTA] [C (6, y
" WtOt' ° tot' P3' P4)

[ppr 3 , pop 3 ] ,

motion[CHRYSOPHYTA]{C (  y
" WtOt ' °tot' P3' P4 )

[PPr 4 , Pol 4 ] ,

motion[PYRROPHYTA][C ( 	y	 1, 1]
wtot' °tot' P3' '

n 

4'

[PPr 5 , PoP 5 ] ,

motion[CRYPTOPHYTAHC (6, y	 ), 1]

" wt0
1

, 
	 P3' P4'

[ppr6 , pop6 ]

motion[CYANOPHYTA][Cos, 
y 	°tot' P3' PLO '

 1]

[pprv pop 7 ]

if n = 3;

= pnotion[CHLOROPHYTAHC (5, 7, w 1]
tot' etot , P3' I)4)

[Tr [i] [PPr ,	 [i] [pop 1 ]] ,
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motion[EUGLENOPHYTA][C (6,
wtot' ° tot' P3' 134 )

[w[i][10Pr2 ], ff[i][P0102 ]],

MOtiOn[BACILLARIOPHYTA][CO3 y , w	 0	 ,	 .1, 1]
tot' tot' 1'3' 4'

Ni] [03r3], 7r[i][20P3 ]],

motion[CHRYSOPHYTA][C (6, y ,

WtOt' ° tot' P3' P4)

[ff[i][00r4 ], u[i][P0294 ]],

motion[PYRROPHYTA]{C (  y ,

Wt0t' ° tot' P3' P4 )

[ff[i][09r5 ], Tr[i][700/05 ]1,

motion[CRYPTOPHYTA][C o, 7,
wtot' ° tot' P3' P4 )

[ff[i][pprd, Tr[i][pop6 ]],

motion[CYANOPHYTA][C (6, 7,
wtot' °tot' P3' 1 4 )

[ff[i][09 r7] , Tr[i][pop 7 ]]]

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31 if n = 3;

	= Uff[i][newppr i], n[i][/9079 1]	 40/91],

	[ff[i][newppr 2 ], ff[i][P010 2 ]	 A7907021 ,

[w[i][newppr 5 ], Tr[i][pop3 ] + Apop 3 ],

[w[i][newppr4], Tr[i][pop 4 ] + Apop4 ],

[w[i][newppr5 ], ff[i][pop 5 ] + Apop5 ],

[ff[i][newpprd, ff[i][190196] 40196 ],
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[Tr [i] [newppr 7 ] , 7r[i] [pop 7 ] + Ap op 7 ]]

for i = 1, 2, ... , 31 if n = 3;

= [[limaxl [ KT1ff[i][ff [1][y[te
ml°

, lang]]]]

Tr[i][Polo i ]

Tr[i]ff[2][ff[l
'Not [phyto]]]

Tr[i] [Tr[1] (S [nit, orthop , carb]]] 
KN + [i] [Tr [1] PS [nit, orthop , carb]]]

Tr [i] [7[2] [d [nit, orthop , carb]]] 
K	 + [i] [ff [2] [(S [nit , orthop , carb]]]P1

ir[i] [II" [3][6 [nit , orthop , carbfl] 
K
C1 

+ Tr [i] [7[3] [(S [nit, orthop , carb]]]

[i] [Tr [2] ['y [temp , Zang]]] 
K

Ll

Tr [i] [71. [2] [y [temp , Zang] 
	exp [ 1 -	 ]],

Li

POISSON [Tr [i] [newppr]/mas s 1 ] [Tr [7] [ranum]]

	+ pOISSON[D	 [Tr [i] [pop ]) - 2 [Tr [i -1] [pop]] + Tr [i-2] [pop i ]]
i-1

- U i [Tr [i] [pop 1 ] - Tr [i-2] [pop 1 ] I] [7r [8] [ranum]]

- POISSON [K i Tr [i] [Tr [1] [y [temp , Zang]]] Tr [i] [pop 1 ]

[12.875 + 2.378 cos
2(3.1416) 

365	
[356 - day ]]]]

[ff [9] [ranvon] I

- POISSON [D [Tr [i+l] [pop 1 ] - 2 [Tr [i] [pop i ]] + Tr [i-1] [pop i ]]

1	 .
- -2- U i [Tr [1+1] [pop 1 ] -	 [i-1] [pop i ]]] [Tr [10] [ranum]]
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6
- E POISSON

j=1	 [Klj Tr[i][x[2][7[1][e
tot [phyto]]]]

[ 7r[i][RUH'ff[2][wtot [zoostate]]]]] 2

Ni][11- [1][wtot [zoostate]]]]

HIT[j][ranum]] + pr[i][pop i ]]]

[ff[i][newppr 2 ], Tr[i][pop 2 ] + Apop 2 ],

pr[i][newppr 3 ], Tr[i][pop 3 ] + Apop3 ],

Ni][newppr4 ], Tr[i][pop4 ] + Apop4],

Ni][newpprs ], Tr[i][pop s ] + Apop 5 ],

[7 [i][7/01T,Pr6 ], u[i]r/90/9 6 ] 4- A100106],

[ff[i][newppr7 ], Tr[i][pop 7 ] + Apop 7],

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31, n = 3 and

where the role of the model coeffi-

cients [pmax , KT , KN , Kp , Kc , K L ,

mass, D z , Uk , K and Kkj ] are defined

in Chapters 3 and 4;

= motion[ZOOPLANKTON][C cy, 0 
tot' wtot , p3 ) 

, llizoostate]

pvotion[NAuPLII][ y ec r
k ' tot

,	
1]

w
tot , P3)'

motion[DAPHNIA][C ry 0 	w	 p 1 , 1]
tot' tot	 3'

Ni] [z10010 1 ]],

[ff[i][zP0/92 ]],

motion[BOSMINA][C (y, n
-tot' wtot  p3)'

1 ][n[i][zpop 3 ]],

Ni] [10010 1 ]1 2

motion[CALANOID][C (v 	n ) 1 1Ni-1[z/00794 ]],
''tat' wtot' '3' '
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motion[CYCLOPOID][C
(Y, 0 tot ,	 li[u[i][z790295]],wtot , 3

motion[ROTIFER][C y,
tot'	 )

l][7[i][zpopd]]
wtot' 3 '

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31 if n = 4;

7	 LIT[i][R[k][7[2][0
tot

[phyto]]]]]2
[ E POISSON[Ku 	
k=1	 [7[i][Tr[2][7[k][ff[2][etot [phyto]]]]]] 2

Ni][7[1][wtot[zoostate]]]] [cony]]

[7[k][ranum]]

- POISSON[Kil ' Trrillff[1][Y[temp, lang]]][7[i][zpop 1 ]]]

[7[8][ranum]]

- POISSON[K21 'pr[i][zpop 1 ]]][7[9][ranum]] + pr[i][zpop i ]l,

motion[DAPHNIA][C ry, w 	Ty, l][7 [i][z20019 2 ]],
tot' tot I" 1

motion[BOSMINA][C (1
' Otot , wtot' P3)'

motion[CALANOIN[C (, , n
" 'tot' wtot' 113 )'

motion[CYCLOPOID][C
(1, °tot' wtot'

motion[ROTIFER][C (y, n
'	 'tot' wtot' 133)'

1] [Tr [i] [zpop 3 ]] ,

1 ][7[i] [zpop 4 ] ],

, 11[7[i][zpop 5 ]],

1] [Tr[i] [zpop 6 ]]]

for i = 1, 2, ..., 31, n = 4 and

where the model coefficients [Kki ,

K11 ', K21 ' and cony are defined in

Chapters 3 and 4;

[u[i][zpop i ]] 2
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= motion [FISH] [C	 1] [fishpop]
wtot' P3' '4 )

if n = 5

= [motion [GAMEFISH] [C
(Y, 'tot' P3' P4) 

1] [game],

motion[NONG
AME

FISH][	 l][nongcane]]C	
wtot , P3 , P4

if n = 5

31
= [game + POISSON [a [ E	 [i] [Tr [1] [Y [temp , lang]]]/.31]game1 i=1

31
[ E Tr [i] [Tr [1] [oi	 [zoostate] ] ] /31] / [a

2 
+i.1 	tot

31
E Tr[i] [Tr [1] [w tot [zoostate]] 1/31] [exp [- [day -

i=1

- as ] 2 ] ] ] [Tr [1] [ranum]]

+ POISSON [a4 exp [- [day - as] 
2 ] ] [Tr [2] [ranum]]

+ POISSON [a6 exp [- [day - a7 ] 2 ] ] [Tr [3] [ranurn]]

31
- POISSON [aio [ E	 [i] [Tr [1] [Y [temp, lang]]]/31]gccme]

i=1

[Tr [4] [ranum]]

- POISSON [a8 game exp [ - [day - a9 ] 2 ]] [ [5] [ranum]]

- POISSON [an gaine exp [- [day - a12 ]
2

] ] [Tr [6] [ranum]],
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motion[NONGANEFISH][Cry 	 n 	 l][nongame]]
%.13 wtot P3 .7 r4 )

if n = 5, i = 1, 2, ..., 31 and

where the model coefficients [an , n =

1, 2, ..., 12] are defined in

Chapters 3 and 4.
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